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Abstract

Dental Caries is one of the most prevalent chronic disease around the globe. Distin-

guishing carious lesions has been a challenging task. Conventional computer aided

diagnosis and detection methods in the past have heavily relied on visual inspection

of teeth. These are only effective on large and clearly visible caries on affected teeth.

Conventional methods have been limited in performance due to the complex visual

characteristics of dental caries images, which consists of hidden or inaccessible lesions.

Early detection of dental caries is an important determinant for treatment and benefits

much from the introduction of new tools such as dental radiography. A method for

the segmentation of teeth in bitewing X-rays is presented in this thesis, as well as a

method for the detection of dental caries on X-ray images using a supervised model.

The diagnostic method proposed uses an assessment protocol that is evaluated accord-

ing to a set of identifiers obtained from a learning model. The proposed technique

automatically detects hidden and inaccessible dental caries lesions in bitewing radio-

graphs. The approach employed data augmentation to increase the number of images

in the data set in order to have a total of 11,114 dental images. Image pre-processing

on the data set was through the use of Gaussian blur filters. Image segmentation was

handled through thresholding, erosion and dilation morphology, while image bound-

ary detection was achieved through active contours method. Furthermore, the deep

learning based network through the sequential model in Keras extracts features from

the images through blob detection. Finally, a convexity threshold value of 0.9 is intro-

duced to aid in the classification of caries as either present or not present. The relative

efficacy of the supervised model in diagnosing dental caries when compared to current

systems is indicated by the results detailed in this thesis. The proposed model achieved
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a 97% correct diagnostic which proved quite competitive with existing models.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Dental caries is a major human health problem globally and is a widely spread non-

communicable disease. It is also the most prevalent condition according to the 2015

Global Burden of Disease study by [22]. The prevalence of dental caries continues to

increase, mostly in low and middle-income countries, due to changes in living conditions

and increased urbanization. This increase of cases is due to exposure to fluoride in water

supply and inadequate oral hygiene products like toothpaste and tooth brushes. There

is also poor access to oral health care services in the community. A majority of dental

caries in these communities goes untreated, and severe cases can impair quality of

life. For instance, caries may cause difficulties in eating and sleeping and, in advanced

stages, may result in chronic infections and pain. Tooth decay is a frequent cause

of absenteeism from school or work. In low-income communities, some people have

resorted to extraction (pull out) caries in infected teeth when they cause discomfort or

pain. Therefore, in order to keep dental caries under control, it is invaluable to treat

it at its early stages before it advances.
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1.1 Tooth Anatomy

The tooth is a small white structure found in the jaw bone of animals and human

beings. In human beings, the number of teeth ranges from 20 primary teeth in children

to 28-32 permanent teeth in adults. Furthermore, the tooth can be broken down into

three main layers: the crown, neck and the root. The crown is the visible region

above the gum line, while the neck connects the crown to the root. The root is the

region inside the bone socket [35]. Additionally, each tooth comprises hard tissues that

protect the soft tissues in the centre. The outermost layer of the tooth is the enamel.

This is a hard tissue and beneath it is the dentin which is much softer than the enamel.

The dental pulp is found at the centre of the tooth, and houses the blood vessels and

tissue vessels for the tooth, as shown in Figure. 1.1.

1.2 Dental Caries

Dental caries is a tooth infection caused by bacteria that break down the hard tissues of

a tooth. This infection is as a result of bacteria forming dental plaques that release acids

when they come into contact with carbohydrates. Diet that includes fructose, sucrose

and glucose accelerates the occurrence of dental caries. The acid released from the

above process leads to de-mineralization of the tooth surface, and therefore caries occur

when the rate of minerals is less than the rate of decay. There are various categories

of dental caries and can be characterized using [4]. The protocol characterizes dental

caries based on its location and also the affected tooth [23]. The categories are as

follows:

Class I- dental caries on acclusal surfaces of posterior teeth, for instance, molars

and incisors.

Class II- occurs on proximal surfaces of posterior teeth.
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Figure 1.1: Cross-section of the molar tooth [35].
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Class III- occurs on inter-proximal surfaces of anterior teeth, with no incisor edge

involvement.

Class IV- occurs on inter-proximal surfaces of anterior teeth with incisor edge

involvement.

Class V- occurs on the lingual or cervical third of the facial surface of the tooth.

Class VI- the caries occurs on the occlusal or incisor edge, worn away due to

attrition.

From positional classification, caries can also be classified based on the severity of

lesions on the tooth. This is done based on the amount of dentin and enamel that has

been affected by the caries.

Incipient caries are caries that have a depth of less than half of the enamel of

the tooth.

Moderate caries are caries that are more than halfway through the enamel but

do not touch the dentin.

Advanced caries are caries that extend to the dentin region.

Severe caries are caries that extend more than halfway through the dentin and

even reach the pulp.

Identification of caries under classes I, IV and VI can be done during clinical

inspection, since the regions are visible orally. Caries that are not visible to the naked

eye, such as those under classes II, III and V, can only be viewed by X-rays. The

introduction of X-rays in the medical field has improved diagnosis of various ailments.

In the dental field, radiographs have improved visual inspection of patient’s teeth. X-

rays have enabled professionals to be able to view previously unobservable regions of

caries that would have otherwise gone untreated. Radiographs have proved to be very

useful in their ability to diagnose dental caries and are still in use to date.
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1.3 Dental radiographs-X-rays

There are varying degrees of information needed depending on the form of treatment

required to diagnose a certain ailment. An X-ray or radiograph is a digital film that

represents unobservable information not visible to the naked eye. Works by [19] explain

three types of X-rays that are commonly used to diagnose dental health. There are two

types of radiographs referred to as intra-oral and extra-oral, respectively [32]. Intra-

oral radiographs- X-ray film captures radiographic images while inside the mouth,

as seen in Figure. 1.2. This type is subdivided further to :

Bitewing radiographs :- this show details of upper and lower teeth inside the mouth.

Periapical radiographs :- show the complete tooth from the crown to the end of the

root, and displays one tooth at a time in a single image.

Occlusal radiographs :- these show tooth development and its displacement.

Extra-oral radiographs- X-ray film captures radiographic images while outside

the mouth. This type is subdivided further to:

Panoramic radiograph:- shows all teeth both in upper and lower jaws on a single

image.Unlike periapical and bitewing radiographs, this type needs a specialized ma-

chine to view the back of a patients’ head, and is also used to identify tumors, cysts

and irregularities in the jaw region.

Tomograph:- shows a particular layer of the mouth while blurring out all other

layers.

Computed Tomograph (CT):- this gives a 3D image of the interior structure of the

mouth [1].

Sialograph:- has a visualization of the salivary glands following a dye injection in

the mouth.
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Figure 1.2: Periapical radiograph, Bitewing radiograph, Panoramic radiograph respec-

tively [31].

1.4 Factors affecting Dental Caries.

[The biology, prevention, diagnosis and treatment of dental caries Scientific advances

in the United States], show factors affecting caries namely, saliva, bacteria, diet, and

hereditary.

Bacteria- this is shown by [16], how plaques form around the surface of the

tooth, then come into contact with carbohydrates to form acids that dissolve the tooth

structure. This concept formed the basic foundation of dental caries. There is no

specific way of showing how bacteria affects the tooth, thus it is hard to control the

dental caries disease. In method [5], explain how dental caries occur from bacteria

associated with fermented carbohydrates, thus being referred to as a diet-bacteria

disease. Researchers have associated the caries process with fermented carbohydrates,

[30], show a relationship between sugar and caries leading to acids formed on the tooth’s

surface. Rather, [36], demonstrates how consumption of sweet snacks frequently is

related to dental caries.

Saliva- plays a critical part in the well-being of soft and hard tissues of teeth inside
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the mouth [14]. When the saliva flow rate is low, then this shows risk to dental caries.

Further [18], explain how saliva flow measurement is an important risk assessment and

management measure for dental caries.

1.5 Prevention of Caries

Dental caries can be prevented through various ways such as re-mineralization, fluoride,

risk assessment, and the use of sealants.

Sealants- this can be done as [9], show how sealants are introduced over the

specific carious region to stop the decay process on the tooth. These prevent food

particles from collecting in the tooth pits, thus preventing caries.

Re-mineralization- this is done by hardening the tooth’s enamel as explained by

[10], to avoid dental caries to even take place.

Fluoride- this is found from excessive fluorosis in drinking water, [15] a practising

dentist, associated with the enamel [2], showed it effects to the enamel of the tooth.

As exhibited by [6], an optimal level of fluoride in water was found to prevent dental

caries.

Risk assessment- this entails the prior determination of someone’s developing

dental caries during a specific period of time as [26], explain to enable easier manage-

ment. Assessment is very useful in determining whether extra diagnostic measures are

required. Information provided by [7], explain how assessment, assesses effectiveness

of previous caries control measures and acts as a guide to treatment planning in the

future. Further research has seen that caries can be prevented by saliva when fluoride

application is combined with regular removal of forming dental plaques, realised by

brushing teeth. Further contribution by [13], explain how saliva and small amounts of

fluoride contributed to the hardening of the enamel and thus low risk of dental caries.
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1.6 Diagnosis of Caries

Diagnosis of dental caries is done visually from either a clinical oral examination or

radiographic image analysis methods.

Clinical method- this is described by [3] explicitly as the visual detection of

dental caries from an oral examination. They used separators to visualize areas of

interest and also used dental floss applied on these areas to detect roughness of the

surfaces.

Radiographic method- the radiographs also known as X-rays are digital images

and [38], introduced them in dentistry. Furthermore, [25], intensifies the use of dental

radiographs in their research to detect caries. Images generated by [37], of higher

diagnostic quality than those found from conventional films, are used to detect caries

in bitewing X-rays.

1.7 Treatment of Caries

Treatment of caries can only be achieved through teeth restoration ways. Focus has

been shifted from surgical ways to the management of caries via restoration of tooth

structure development or implants. Emphasis on prevention by [17] of the disease,

re-mineralization steps, and minimization and access to caries affected regions was to

avoid further decay.

Dental radiographs or X-rays are the most vital form of representation when it

comes to segmentation and detection of dental caries. These images are typically noisy

and low in contrast due to the capture process involved. These low contrast images can

affect visibility of caries due to the X-rays not fully penetrating the teeth. Therefore,

there is need for image enhancement techniques to maintain diagnostic accuracy, and
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this is by enhancing the contrast of the image while reducing noise levels. Recently,

image processing is a very valuable tool in medical imaging. Computer aided diagnosis

(CAD) systems have become an important tool in medical radiology, and have been

used extensively in the detection of various diseases. Research has shown that the

use of CAD system, has improved caries diagnosis compared to those of non-assisted

assessments. Figure. 1.3 outlines the CAD system used by [28] in the detection of lung

nodules.

Figure 1.3: Computer aided system diagram as by [28]

The process begins with acquisition of images from different datasets and prepro-

cessing them. This includes image enhancement and segmentation. The next stage

is detection of possible lung nodules. For the purpose of this thesis, this will refer

to caries lesions. Further, after the detection of possible caries, the CAD system at-

tempts to reduce or rather eliminate false positives detected from the previous stage.

Finally, the system classifies the lesions using a threshold value. Health-care profes-

sionals have started adopting CAD systems as part of their diagnostic process, due to

their increased detection rate of dental caries in affected patients.
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1.8 Motivation

Dental Caries is one of the chronic diseases around the globe. Distinguishing carious

lesions has been a challenging task. Conventional computer aided diagnosis and detec-

tion systems have heavily relied on visual inspection of teeth. These are only effective

on large and clearly visible caries on affected teeth. These conventional methods have

been limited in performance due to the complex visual characteristics of dental caries

images, which consists of hidden or inaccessible lesions. The introduction of dental

radiography, is to detect hidden or inaccessible lesions that could not be done through

conventional methods. Early detection of dental caries lesions is an important deter-

minant of treatment measures and therefore is a beneficiary of the introduction of new

tools, as emphasized by [27].

The fastest growing sectors in the health care industry are dental services and

these consists the prevention, treatment and diagnosis of oral cavity diseases[29]. Most

dentists use bite-wing radiographs to aid location of dental caries. They rely on infor-

mation from these radiographs together with their patient’s medical history. Locating

of dental caries is a challenging task and sometimes even experienced dentists miss

the carious lesions, when just presented with bite-wing radiographs [33]. Traditionally,

detection of dental caries relied on visual-tactile methods [20].

Sensitivity of visual-tactile methods is limited and especially done on posterior

proximal tooth surfaces. Radio-graphical methods tend to have high sensitivity but

require ionizing radiation as mentioned by [34]. The goal of this research is to obtain

a method that automatically detects hidden and inaccessible dental caries in bitew-

ing radiographs via a supervised learning model. The weaknesses of visual inspection

of teeth have led to the increase in the use of dental radiographs for caries identifi-

cation. Current models have predominantly focused on the segmentation of dental

radiographs’ aspect than on the detection of caries aspect. The segmentation process
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plays an important role in computer aided systems, and therefore aids faster identifi-

cation and detection of carious lesions. Early identification and automatic detection of

dental caries aids reducing the rate of infection and even prevents lesions from further

advancement. Therefore, by combining existing methods and adapting them to come

up with a new analytical model which can automatically process X-rays, segment,

identify and later classify them as either having caries or not is of great importance.

These combination leads to a novel caries detection approach with an efficient diag-

nostic potential. The novel approach aids the detection and location of dental caries

significantly compared to existing models.

1.9 Problem Statement

From the literature discussed, there is limited research regarding caries identification

and detection. Most existing methods dwell more on segmentation of caries lesions and

less on the actual identification of specific locations, size, shapes, texture and color.

The most challenging task is to locate unobservable regions of carious lesions on images,

and this can only be aided by image preprocessing and a further post-processing of

dental radiographs via deep learning. A novel supervised deep learning approach uses

image analysis to identify, detect and diagnose the presence of dental caries. The area

of the image is first subdivided into a region of interest, in the case of this research,

individual teeth separated from the jaws. The region of interest is further subdivided

into now a potential caries region via a threshold value to determine if caries is present

or not. After this step, the model now eliminates false positive’s caries regions and

remains with only caries present. A deep learning model has faster diagnostic rates

since it iterates a large database with enough images to be able to compare with.

The threshold value and post-processing steps helps eliminate false positives before

the caries detected images are analyzed with those in the training set, therefore they
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won’t have similar characteristics that may lead to wrong diagnosis.

1.10 Research Objectives

The primary objective of this research is to model a deep learning approach for au-

tomatic dental caries detection. This automatic dental caries detection method uses

a deep learning technique namely: blob detection to detect dental caries. It also uses

image enhancement techniques used by current systems for pre-processing, segmenta-

tion and post-processing. The model segments dental images while maintaining both

tooth edges and boundaries in order to obtain accurate results. The main goal of this

thesis is to ensure that the proposed model gives a comparative or better diagnostic

accuracy than those already implemented. The specific objectives which must be met

include:

1. To segment teeth in dental X-rays using a threshold connected component anal-

ysis method.

2. To model a supervised deep learning framework for caries detection.

1.11 Contributions

There are two major contributions of this research, namely: proposed hybrid segmen-

tation method and a hybrid caries detection method based on dental image analysis.

These contributions are described below:

1. A combination of region based and boundary based segmentation method. Seg-

mentation is done through separation of various regions of interest from the

larger image to locate objects. The boundary based method determines the line
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of separation of edges or boundaries and locating discontinuities. Traditional

segmentation methods determine the best candidate for separation through mor-

phology or noise reduction on images. The region based method is implemented

when the image only contains tooth structures with similar characteristics, in

this case pixels on dental images. By using a weighted combination of the two

methods, they are adapted to provide accurate results in all radiographic im-

age types. Therefore, radiographic images can be accurately segmented while

preserving crucial details needed for dental caries detection.

2. A deep learning caries detection approach based on image analysis. The de-

tection approach uses images from the segmentation step to detect boundaries.

Active contours method is used to find edge boundaries. Filters are then used to

remove noise from the images and maintain their edge boundaries. Then later,

blob detection and connectivity clustering model are used to detect and isolate

caries candidates respectively. Lastly, a threshold value is used to select caries

candidates and eliminate false positives from the detected caries candidates.

1.12 Thesis Outline

The remainder of the thesis is organized as follows:

1. Chapter 2 - Background and Related Work contains a brief introduction of den-

tal caries and how practical identification of caries is carried out. The rest of

the chapter looks at existing research on deep learning dental segmentation and

detection methods.

2. Chapter 3 - Teeth Segmentation contains a brief description of how teeth seg-

mentation is going to be handled. The first part of this chapter looks at image
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augmentation, enhancement techniques used to ensure sufficient data is available

and ready for processing. The second part looks at thresholding and connected

component analysis method used to isolate teeth from their background pixels,

and from each other in X-rays. After this segmentation, boundary edge segmen-

tation was handled via the active contour’s method.

3. Chapter 4 - Dental Caries Detection covers a continuation from the previous

chapter, where the edge boundaries of isolated individual teeth are used to isolate

search space for caries detection. This chapter covers the final stage of the caries

detection method, and details of methods used to isolate potential caries and

evaluate them.

4. Chapter 5 - Results and Discussion covers results of the various methods im-

plemented in the previous chapters, as well as a comparison of those results to

similar existing methods.

5. Chapter 6 - Conclusion and Future Work concludes the thesis and discusses future

work.

14



Chapter 2

Background and Related Work

2.1 A survey of Dental Caries Segmentation and

Detection Techniques

2.2 Introduction

This paper provides a survey of both segmentation and detection methods of dental

images, databases used, and evaluation protocols used in dental image analysis. The

process of dental image analysis is important to improving medical imaging systems. In

order to analyze dental images, we need access to image features. These image features

can only be obtained through methods such as segmentation and feature extraction

methods. For easier segmentation and detection of dental caries, prior knowledge of

several tasks is needed. First, understanding the various sections of the tooth, and

the specific position of the lesion on the tooth. Secondly, types of dental images used,

for instance panoramic or bitewing radiographs, is also important. Further, which

specific regions of interest are required to be able to choose the appropriate method for

15



segmentation and detection of caries. All these prior information is required to achieve

high performance segmentation and detection of dental caries.

16
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Abstract: Dental caries detection, in the past, has been a challenging task given the amount1

of information got from various radio-graphic images. Several methods have been introduced2

to improve the quality of images for faster caries detection.Deep learning , has become the3

methodology of choice when it comes to analysis of medical images. This survey gives an in-4

depth look into the use of deep learning for object detection , segmentation and classification.It5

further looks into literature on segmentation and detection methods of dental images through6

deep learning. From the literature studied, we found out that methods were grouped according7

to the type of dental caries(proximal,enamel) , type of X-ray images used (extra-oral,intra-oral)8

,segmentation method (threshold-based, cluster- based, boundary-based and region-based). From9

the works reviewed , the main focus has been found to be on threshold-based segmentation10

methods. Most of the reviewed papers have preferred the use of intra-oral X-ray images rather11

than extra-oral X-rays images to perform segmentation on dental images of already isolated parts12

of the teeth. This paper presents an in-depth analysis of recent research in deep learning for dental13

caries segmentation and detection. It involves discussing the methods and algorithms used in14

segmenting and detecting dental caries. It also discusses various existing models used and how15

they compare with each other in terms of system performance and evaluation. We also discuss the16

limitations of these methods as well as future perspectives on how to improve their performance.17

Keywords: Dental Segmentation; Bitewing images Dental Caries; Deep learning; Dental Caries.18

1. Introduction19

For easier segmentation and detection of dental caries , prior knowledge for several20

tasks is needed. First, understanding the various sections of the tooth and secondly, the21

specific position of the lesion on the tooth. An understanding of the types of dental22

images to be used for instance panoramic or bitewing radiographs is also needed.23

Furthermore , the specific regions or areas of interest which are required should be clear24

in order to be able to choose the suitable method for segmentation and detection of caries.25

All this information is required in order to achieve high performance segmentation and26

detection of dental caries.27

1.1. Tooth Anatomy28

The tooth is a small white structure found in the jaw bone of animals and human29

beings. In humas beings , the number of teeth ranges from 20 primary teeth in children30

to 28-32 permanent teeth in adults. Further, the tooth can be broken down into three31

main layers: the crown, neck and root. The crown is the visible region above the gum32

line. The neck connects the crown to the root while the root is the region inside the bone33

socket. (Waugh et al. 2014). Additionally, each tooth comprises of hard tissues that34

protect the soft tissues in the centre. The outermost layer of the tooth is the enamel. This35

is a hard tissue beneath which is the dentin which is much softer than the enamel. The36
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dental pulp is found at the centre of the tooth and houses the blood vessels and tissue37

vessels for the tooth.38

Figure 1. Cross section of the molar tooth (Waugh et al. 2014).

1.2. Dental Caries39

Dental caries is a tooth infection caused by bacteria, that break down the hard tissues40

of a tooth. This infection is as a result of bacteria forming dental plaques that release acids41

when they come into contact with carbohydrates. Diet that includes fructose,sucrose42

and glucose accelerate the occurrence of dental caries. The acid released from the above43

process leads to de-mineralization of the tooth surface. Caries occur when the rate of de-44
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mineralization is less than the rate of decay. There are various categories of dental caries45

and these can be characterized (Black G.V. 1955). The protocol characterizes dental caries46

based on its location and also the affected tooth (Osterloh et al. 2016). The categories are47

as follows:48

Class I- dental caries on occlusal surfaces of posterior teeth for instance,molars and49

incisors.50

Class II- occurs on proximal surfaces of posterior teeth.51

Class III- occurs on inter-proximal surfaces of anterior teeth with no incisor edge52

involvement.53

Class IV- occurs on inter-proximal surfaces of anterior teeth with incisor edge54

involvement.55

Class V- occurs on the lingual or cervical third of the facial surface of the tooth.56

Class VI- the caries occurs on the occlusal or incisor edge worn away due to57

attrition.58

From positional classification , caries can also be classified based on the severity of59

lesions on the tooth. This is done based on the amount of dentin and enamel that has60

been affected by the caries.61

Incipient caries are caries that have a depth of less than half of the enamel of the62

tooth.63

Moderate caries are caries that are more than halfway through the enamel but do64

not touch the dentin.65

Advanced caries are caries that extend to the dentin region.66

Severe caries are caries that extend more than halfway through the dentin and even67

reach the pulp.68

Identification of caries under classes I, IV and VI can be done during clinical69

inspection ,since the regions are visible orally. Caries that are not visible to the naked70

eye such as those under classes II, III and V , can only be viewed using X-rays. The71

introduction of X- rays in the medical field has greatly improved diagnosis of various72

ailments. In the dental field radio-graphy has improved the visual inspection of patient’s73

teeth. X-rays have enabled professionals to be able to view previously unobservable74

regions of caries that would have gone untreated. Radio-graphs have proved to be very75

useful in their ability to diagnose dental caries and are still in use to date.76

1.3. Dental radiographs-X-rays77

There are varying degrees of information needed depending on the form of treat-78

ment required to diagnose a certain ailment. An X-ray or radiograph is a digital film that79

represents unobservable information not visible by the naked eye. Works by (Newman et80

al. 2011) explain three types of X-rays that are commonly used to diagnose dental health.81

There are two types of radiographs refered to as intra-oral and extra-oral respectively82

(Tikhe et al. 2016). Intra-oral radiographs- X-ray film captures radiographic images83

while inside the mouth. This type is subdivided further into :84

Bitewing radiographs:- these show details of upper and lower teeth inside the mouth.85

Periapical radiographs:- these show the complete tooth from the crown to the end of86

the root and displays one tooth at a time in a single image.87

Occlusal radiographs:- these show tooth development and its displacement.88

Extra-oral radiographs- X-ray film captures radiographic images while outside the89

mouth. This type is subdivided further into:90

Panoramic radiograph:- shows all teeth both in upper and lower jaws on a single91

image.Unlike periapical and bitewing radiographs, this type needs a specialized machine92

to view the back of a patient’s head and is also used to identify tumors, cysts and93

irregularities in the jaw region.94
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Figure 2. Periapical radiograph

Figure 3. Bitewing radiograph.

Figure 4. Panoramic radiograph (Tangel et al. 2013).

Tomograph:- shows a particular layer of the mouth while blurring out all other layers.95

Computed Tomograph (CT):- this gives a 3D image of the interior structure of the96

mouth (Akarslan et al. 2008).97

Sialograph:- has a visualization of the salivary glands following a dye injection in98

the mouth.99

2. Deep Learning application areas.100

The introduction of deep learning systems has contributed to several application101

areas using medical images.102
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2.1. Digital microscopy and pathology103

Deep learning methods have been very popular in these areas especially with104

the growing availability of tissue specimen. In this domain, deep learning techniques105

developed have had their main focus on three broad challenges. These are segmentation106

of large organs, detecting, segmenting and classifying nuclei and also detecting and107

classifying region of interest of lesions. Other areas where deep learning techniques108

have contributed include, normalizing histopathology, color normalization in image109

analysis. Work by (Janowczyk et al. 2017) introduces a method for normalizing stains on110

histopathology images using auto encoders. Color normalization is further demonstrated111

by (Vahadane et al. 2016), where they introduced the use of convolutional neural112

networks(CNN) for tissue classification in stained images. Brain In this area , deep neural113

networks (DNN) have been used for brain image analysis in several domains, most114

notably the classification of Alzheimer’s disease. Other domains include segmentation115

of brain tissues and anatomical structures for instance hippocampus. There is also the116

segmentation and detection of brain tumor, lesions and micro-bleeds. There are other117

tasks that require more anatomical information like white matter lesion segmentation,118

and (Ghafoorian et al. 2016) tackled such scenarios. They lowered the sampling rate of119

non-uniformed sampled patches so as to cover a larger part of the region of interest.120

Chest Deep learning also has contributed to thoracic image analysis, both on tomog-121

raphy and radiology. Deep neural networks have addressed the detection,characterization122

and classifying nodules from radiology tests conducted. Computed tomography (CT)123

scans have detected several diseases, including lung diseases from a single image. Chest124

radiography is the most common radiology test and therefore uses a large set of images125

that are used to train systems. These systems can be a combination of convolution neural126

networks used for image analysis, and recurrent neural networks used for text analysis.127

Eye Deep learning algorithms have also been introduced in the analysis of eye128

images and have seen CNNs being employed to address the segmentation of anatomical129

structures. These networks have also addressed the detection and segmentation of130

retinal diseases, diagnosis and assessment of image quality. The work in (Gulshan et al.131

2016) shows the performance of a Google Inception v3 network for diabetic retinopathy132

detection and compares the results with that of seven opthalmologists.133

Musculo-skeletal In this domain, deep learning algorithms are used for identifi-134

cation and segmentation of joints, bones and soft tissues in images. The method used135

in (Mohamed et al. 2016) , is one of the applications that trained their system with136

musculo-skeletal disc images , and had very good performance across several different137

radiology scoring tasks.138

Breast Research on breast imaging has resulted to (Kooi et al. 2016) , that shows139

significant advances over the state of the art ,achieving performance of human readers140

on the region of interest(ROI). The main task also is to detect breast cancer, and this141

consists of several subtasks. These include detection and classification of lesions, micro142

classification and cancer risk scores of images. The availability of huge amounts of image143

data has made mammography easier to perform and the most common method used for144

breast radiography.145

Abdomen Research on the abdomen is localized on the segmentation of organs146

mainly, pancreas, kidneys, liver(tumors), and bladder. The main radiograph used for147

most organs is the CT radiograph, and MRI only for prostrate analysis. The method148

used by (Dou et al. 2017) , introduce a hybrid neural network used to extract features149

that will be used further for classification. Cardiac Cardiac image analysis has embraced150

deep learning, in segmentation,tracking, classification, and accessing image quality. The151

MRI is used for radiographic testing. (Poudel et al. 2016) introduce the use of neural152

networks to segment the left ventricle using the recurrent connection of U-network153

architecture. (Kong et al. 2016) use neural networks to perform regression for identifying154

some cardiac sequence on its model.155
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3. Factors affecting Dental Caries.156

[The biology, prevention, diagnosis and treatment of dental caries Scientific ad-157

vances in the United States] , show factors affecting caries namely, saliva, bacteria, diet,158

and hereditary.159

Bacteria- this is shown by (Miller et al. 1902) how plaques form around the surface160

of the tooth,then come into contact with carbohydrates to form acids that dissolve the161

tooth structure. This concept formed the basic foundation of dental caries. There is162

no specific way of how bacteria affects the tooth thus hard to control the dental caries163

disease. In method (Bowen et al. 1986) , explain how dental caries occurs from bacte-164

ria associating with fermented carbohydrates thus being referred to as a diet-bacteria165

disease. Researchers have associated the caries process with fermented carbohydrates,166

(Stephan1944 et al. ) , show a relationship between sugar and caries leading to acids167

formed on the tooths’ surface. Rather (Weiss et al. 1960) , demonstrate how sweet snacks168

consumption frequently is related to dental caries.169

Saliva- plays a critical part in the well-being of soft and hard tissues of teeth inside170

the mouth (Mandel et al. 1976) . When the saliva flow rate is low ,then this shows risk to171

dental caries. Further (Navazesh et al. 2003) , explain how saliva flow measurement is172

an important risk assessment and management measure for dental caries.173

3.1. Prevention of Caries174

Dental caries can be prevented through various ways such as re-mineralization,fluoride,175

risk assessment,and the use of sealants.176

Sealants- this can be done as (Griffin et al. 2008) , show how sealants are introduced177

over the specific carious region to stop the decay process on the tooth. These prevents178

food particles from collecting in the tooth pits thus preventing caries.179

Re-mineralization- this is done by hardening the tooth’s enamel as explained by180

(HEAD, J., 1912) , to avoid dental caries to even take place.181

Fluoride- this is found from excessive fluorosis in drinking water , (Mckay F.S.,182

1928) a practicing dentist, associated with the enamel (Black, G.V., 1916) , showed it183

effects to the enamel of the tooth. Research from (Dean et al. 1950) , gave an optimal184

level of fluoride in water to prevent dental caries.185

Risk assessment- this entails the prior determination of someone’s developing186

dental caries during a specific period of time as (Reich et al. 1999) , explain to enable187

easier management. Assessment is very useful in determining whether extra diagnostic188

measures are required. Work by (Fontana et al. 2006) , explain how assessment assesses189

effectiveness of previous caries control measures and acts as a guide to treatment plan-190

ning in the future. Further research has seen that caries can be prevented by saliva191

when fluoride application is combined with regular removal of forming dental plaques,192

realised by brushing teeth. Research by (Koulourides et al. 1986) , explain how saliva193

and small amounts of fluoride contributed to the hardening of the enamel and thus low194

risk of dental caries.195

3.2. Diagnosis of Caries196

Diagnosis of dental caries is done visually from either a clinical oral examination or197

radiographic image analysis methods.198

Clinical method- this is described by (Black et al. 1917) and explicitly define it as199

the visual detection of dental caries from an oral examination. They used separators200

to visualize areas of interest and also used dental floss applied on these areas to detect201

roughness of the surfaces.202

Radiographic method- the radiographs also known as X-rays are digital images203

and (Zero et al. 2009) , introduced them in dentistry. Work from (Raper et al. 1925) ,204

further intensified the use of dental radiographs in their research to detect caries. Works205

from (Wenzel et al. 2004) , generated images of higher diagnostic quality than those206

found from conventional films to detect caries in bitewing X-rays.207
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3.3. Treatment of Caries208

Treatment of caries can only be achieved through teeth restoration ways. Focus209

has shifted from surgical ways to the management of caries via restoration of tooth210

structure development or implants. Research work from (Mirza et al. 2008) ,emphasize211

on prevention of the disease, re-mineralization steps, and minimize the access to caries212

affected regions to avoid further decay.213

4. Image representation for dental segmentation and detection214

The representation of dental images is done through the segmentation of various215

regions of interest from the larger image so as to locate objects. Segmentation of images216

is therefore partitioning of an image into several segments to be used to identify objects217

and their edges. Image segmentation can be categorized according to similarity and218

discontinuity properties. Discontinuity based methods are referred to as boundary219

based methods, while similarity based methods are referred to region based methods220

(Subramanyam et al. 2014).221

Therefore the segmentation process is based on dividing an image into groups of222

similar characteristics and features. Mathematically , segmentation of an image R is a223

finite set of regions R1...Rs. R = ∪i = 1RiRi ∩ Rji ̸= j .224

4.1. Categories of Segmentation.225

Research done by (Sezgin et al. 2004) and (Silva et al. 2018) , further categorizes226

segmentation methods according to various characteristics such as region, entropy,227

shape, threshold, pixels correlation among others. These characteristics were from228

thermal, X-ray images to aid analysis of specific points or regions of interest. Research229

studies show that dental image segmentation is classified as region-based, cluster-based,230

threshold-based, boundary-based, and watershed-based methods.231

Region-based:- divides an image into several regions based on discontinuities of232

pixel intensity. (Lurie et al. 2012) , explain how segmentation of dental panoramic X-ray233

images , assist dentists to detect osteoporosis disease. Work by (Modi et al. 2011) , also234

use the region based approach in segmentation of bite-wing dental X-ray images.235

Threshold-based:- this is done by choosing a threshold value from pixel intensities236

of an image. Then pixels that exceed the threshold value are placed into a region, while237

those that are below the threshold value are placed in an adjacent region. Threshold238

based segmentation is common in most of the reviewed articles , (Abaza et al. 2009),239

(Ajaz et al. 2013), (Azevedo et al. 2015) , (Wang et al. 2014), (Wang et al. 2015), (Xi et240

al. 2016), (Amer et al. 2015), (Tikhe et al. 2016), (Kaur et al. 2016) , (Lin et al. 2013),241

(Indraswari et al. 2015), (Razali2014).242

Cluster-based:- is the automatic grouping of image data based on certain degrees243

of similarity between the data. The degree of similarity depends on the problem being244

solved. The algorithm used to perform clustering of data uses the automatically detected245

groups as initial parameters. Research by (Alsmadi et al. 2018) , perform jaw lesion246

segmentation using the fuzzy C means method. Works by (Tuan et al. 2017) , used a247

semi fuzzy supervised clustering algorithm to segment dental radio-graphs.248

Boundary-based:- are used to find edge or point discontinuities on images. They249

detect color or pixel intensity discontinuities in the gray levels of the image. Active250

contours are used by (Icsin et al. 2016), (Niroshika et al. 2013) , (Hasan et al. 2016) ,251

as one of the approaches to segment images based on their boundaries. The approach252

performs segmentation by outlining an object from an image and is also referred to as253

the snake method. Level set method(LSM) is another approach for detecting boundaries254

in an image. It handles segmentation by performing geometric operations to detect255

contours with topology changes. Some of the work on boundary based segmentation256

include (Rad et al. 2013), (Kumar et al. 2017) , that used LSM to segment radio-graphic257

images.258
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Watershed-based:- is performed on a gray scale image and uses mathematical mor-259

phology to segment adjacent regions in an image. , use Watershed based segmentation260

was used by (Li et al. 2012) , on bitewing dental radiographs. It was also used by (Garg261

et al. 2016) as a combination of the K-means clustering and the watershed method for262

color based segmentation.263

4.2. Diagramatic Representation264

This section aims at giving pictorial representations of various segmentation meth-265

ods. Methods by (Modi et al. 2011) , propose a novel way of finding region of interests266

for both the gap valley and tooth isolation using edge intensity curves. They use the267

region growing approach (Yau et al. 2008) , to detect the region of interest. They further268

use canny edge detection algorithm (Sharifi et al. 2002) , to detect the edges of the269

isolated teeth .270

Figure 5. Left: Region growing approach,Central: Canny edge detected image,Right: Tooth
isolation and gap valley using binary intensity integral curves (Modi et al. 2011).

(Tangel et al. 2013) proposed a dental classification of periapical images via the271

fuzzy value which takes care of dental orientation problems such as missing teeth.272

They also used the dental universal numbering system to categorize teeth into incisors,273

canine,molar and premolar.274

Segmentation of the images is done through multi scale aggregation (Tangel et al.275

2012) , which deals with pixel distortions in image data. Integral projection is used detect276

horizontal individual teeth and this further is classified according to one of the four277

incisor,molar,premolar and canine categories.278

Additionally, (Chen et al. 2019) , propose the use of faster regions of a convolution279

neural network to detect and number periapical dental images. A filtering algorithm is280

used to delete overlapping boxes detected by the faster convolution network. A neural281

network is introduced to detect missing teeth. A rule based teeth numbering system282

is used to match labels of detected teeth boxes, to modify results that violate set rules.283

Works by (Jader et al. 2018) , explain how they achieved instance segmentation through284

the use of a mask region-based convolution neural network. This system is an extension285

of (Ren et al. 2015) , that includes a section of convolution networks to achieve the task286

of instance segmentation Figure 8.287

Features are extracted from ResNet101, which then compose the feature pyramid288

network(FPN). The FPN defines anchors and extracts regions of interest(ROI). The289

Region proposal network is formed from a combination of anchors and the feature290

pyramid network(FPN) Figure.8. Finally, regions of interest are aligned to same size291

and further each fixed size is classified as tooth or a background(class scores). The fixed292

size features are localized by regression of bounding box coordinates. Finally , pixels293

are segmented by the fully convolution network(FCN) (Hazirbas et al. 2016) , in each294

detected mask as seen in Figure.9.295
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Figure 6. Dental universal numbering system (Tangel et al. 2013).

Figure 7. a.Horizontal integral projection of lower tooth,b. Classification result (Tangel et al. 2012).

A diagnostic system proposed by (Geetha et al. 2020) comprises of Laplacian296

filtering, window based adaptive threshold, morphological operations, statistical feature297

extraction and back propagation neural network. The back propagation neural network298
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Figure 8. Training process of the segmentation system (Jader et al. 2018).

Figure 9. Process of separating the teeth.

is used to classify a tooth surface as normal or having dental caries. A study by (Jusman299

et al. 2020) analyzes feature extraction performance of dental caries image using Gray300

Level Cooccurence Matrix (GLCM) algorithm for contrasted two types of caries based301

on the theory of GV Black, namely: dental caries Class 3 and Class 4.302

A CNN model using a U-shaped deep CNN (U-Net) proposed by (Lee et al. 2021)303

for dental caries detection on bitewing radiographs and they investigated whether the304

model can improve clinicians’ performance.305

5. Feature Extraction Techniques for dental images.306

Feature extraction on an image is done by the use of various methods depending on307

its texture,pixels, and color intensity. The method proposed by (Obuchowicz et al. 2020) ,308

evaluate the performance of various texture feature maps to recognize demineralization309

of caries. They used intra-oral image analysis that includes run-length matrices(RLM)310

, first order features(FOF) , co-occurrence matrices , gray tone matrices , local binary311

patterns and k-means clustering to transform images of confirmed caries cases. The312
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Table 1: Related works grouped by various categories and methods .

Category Method Related works
Region-based Region growing approach (Lurie et al. 2012), (Modi

et al. 2011)
Threshold-based Histogram-based thresh-

old
(Abaza et al. 2009), (Ajaz
et al. 2013), (Azevedo et al.
2015) , (Wang et al. 2014)
, (Wang et al. 2015) , (Xi
et al. 2016) , (Amer et al.
2015) , (Tikhe et al. 2016)
, (Kaur et al. 2016) , (Lin
et al. 2013) , (Indraswari
et al. 2015) , (Razali et al.
2014)

Cluster-based Fuzzy C means (Alsmadi et al. 2018),
(Tuan et al. 2017)

Boundary-based Active contours, Level set
method

(Icsin et al. 2016),
(Niroshika et al. 2013),
(Hasan et al. 2016), (Rad
et al. 2013), (Kumar et al.
2017)

Watershed-based Watershed (Garg et al. 2016), (Li et al.
2012)

performance from the different feature maps was compared to that of radio-graphic313

images by several radiologists. Feature maps are a product of extraction of features from314

an image by various methods techniques that include:315

First-order features (FOF):- is a formalised description of the detection of probabil-316

ity of a particular intensity within data in an image, and this shape is used to determine317

image parameters such as contrast, sharpness and other objects. For instance, an image318

Iwith spatial resolution W ∗ H and range intensity G, its histogram is defined as:319

H(i) =
1

WH

W

∑
x=1

H

∑
y=1

{1,I(x,y)=i
0,otherwise}i ∈ [0..G − 1] (1)

Several equations can be derived from the above equation namely mean, vari-320

ance,entropy among others and can be represented as:321

FOFmean =
1

WH

W

∑
x=1

H

∑
y=1

I(x, y) (2)

FOFvariance =
1

WH

W

∑
x=1

H

∑
y=1

(I(x, y)− FOFmean)
2 (3)

FOFentropy =
1

WH
−

G

∑
i=1

H(i)log(H(i)+ ∈) (4)

Run-length matrix:- this is defined by changes in the illumination of pixel values322

on an image, (Galloway et al. 1975) , explain the coarse texture of pixels can be expressed323

by a larger section of similar color encoded as a matrix. Other works that have embraced324

this method include, (Eqbal et al. 2020), (Raj et al. 2019), (Deshmukh et al. 2018).325

Gray level co-occurence matrix(GLCM):- this according to (Haralick et al. 1973)326

, shows texture relations between adjacent pixels in the image texture. The matrix is327
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calculated from entries that represent probabilities of coexisting gray tone pixels that328

are next to each other, and the distance between the pixels is a feature parameter. Other329

features that can be extracted by this matrix include , contrast, entropy, variance, sum330

average and homogeneity. Related works include , (PS et al. 2016), (Korchiyne et al.331

2014).332

Gray tone difference matrix(GTDM):- this matrix according to (Amadasun et al.
1989) , is described as gray tone textural properties that is the difference in pixel intensity
level I and illumination I in a K ∗ K neighborhood described as:

GLTDM(i) =
1

WH

W

∑
x=1

H

∑
y=1

|i − Ī|whereĪ =
1

M − 1
(5)

K

∑
m=−K

K

∑
n=−K

I(x + m, y + n), (m, n) ̸= (0, 0) (6)

Another method is , (Fekri et al. 2018) that combines GTDM, LBP and K-means clustering333

for feature extraction.334

Laws’ texture energy measures:- according to (Laws, K., 1980) , this method is335

utilised to set masks to calculate local energy of an image. These masks further detect336

textural characteristics such as edges , spots, levels and ripples. Other works that use337

this method include , (Orooji et al. 2018), (Ramapraba et al. 2017).338

Local binary patterns(LBP:- detects small structures such as edges ,lines and spots339

(Ojala et al. 1996) , on the skin, thus representing them as binary patterns. For pixel340

inputs’ (xc, yc) , a neighborhood of radius R and several evenly sampled points on341

radius P are specified. The local binary pattern function is given by:342

LBPP,R(xc,yc) =
P−1

∑
p=0

s[I(xc, yc)− I(xp, yp)].2p (7)

Here s[.] operator returns 1 for positive values and 0 for negative values.343

Figure.10 shows , a 3 ∗ 3 local binary operation concatenating all 8 bits to output a344

binary number, which is converted to a decimal number. This decimal number is the345

LBP code and is assigned to the center pixel. Other works that use LBP include, (Verma346

et al. 2015) , (Liu et al. 2016).347

Clustering:- this used k-means method to cluster pixels. The intensity of pixels348

is taken into account, also prior information about the number of clusters should be349

defined. Euclidean distance is the metric used when adding individual pixels to the350

nearest cluster. A cluster value is set to the average value of all pixel intensities and this351

procedure is iterated until a specified threshold is met (Min et al. 2018). Related works352

include , (Li et al. 2018), (Edwards et al. 2018), (Zhao et al. 2019). Figure.11, shows the353

feature maps of the extraction techniques discussed.354

According to (Geetha et al. 2019) , they use a textural feature system for diagnosis of355

dental caries in radiographs. This system introduced other feature extraction techniques356

such as:357

Gabor Filters:- originally introduced by (Gabor, D., 1946) , extracts edge like com-358

ponents with very high frequency in a local region of an image. It is described as the best359

texture descriptor due to its use in segmentation, object recognition, tracking of motion360

and image registration. Spatial domain Gabor is defined as:361

g(x, y) = (
1

2πσxσy
)exp[

1
2
(

x2

σ2 x
+

y2

σ2 y
) + 2π jWx] (8)

Here σx andσy are standard deviations for (x, y) axis distribution, and the sinuisodal362

frequency is denoted by W. Other related studies on Gabor filters include , (Avinash et363

al. 2016), (Aguirre et al. 2018), (Hegde et al. 2018).364
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Figure 10. LBP operation given P=1 and R=1 (Ojala et al. 1996).

Local ternary patterns:- this from (Tan et al. 2010) , show how LBP is extended to a365

three valued code from two values. The ternary code is got from comparing neighboring366

pixel values with a set threshold value τ. Values that are within the threshold value are367

set to 0, those above it are set to +1 , and those below the threshold value are set to -1.368

The threshold function value is defined as:369

f (xi, xc, τ) =





1ifxi ≥ xc + τ

0if|xc − xi| < τ

−1ifxi ≤ xc − τ

(9)

Here τ is the set threshold, xc is the value of the central pixel and xi are the neigh-370

bouring pixels of xc. Diagrammatically the process can be displayed by a Figure 12 LTP371

code for a 3*3 matrix image region. Other related works include , (Murala et al. 2013),372

(Rabidas et al. 2016), (Deep et al. 2018).373

Morphological Gradient:- method introduced by (Naam et al. 2016) is used to374

increase the intensity of boundary edges of an image. This method makes it easier to375

observe edge boundaries and other objects clearly (Naam et al. 2016) , and identify376

dental caries on teeth. Other works that involve the mMG method include , (Liang et al.377

2017), (Naqi et al. 2018), (Rakhlin et al. 2018). Multiple morphological gradient consists378

of several encryption elements that aid processing of images and include , gradient,379

multiple value, and threshold.380

Morphology gradient: increases the intensity of the edges of objects in the image, and381

this is done by dilation subtracted by erosion morphology:(A ⊕ B)− (A ⊖ B) .382

Multiplier value: is a constant value to enable the increase in pixel value on the
image. This is defined as:

mv =
max(max(A))

w
(10)
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Figure 11. Intra-oral radio-graphs and their texture feature maps (Obuchowicz et al. 2020).

Here w is the bit depth.383

Threshold: this is done by separating pixel values into two classes 0 or 1, that are384

dependent on a constant threshold value q. According to (Liang et al. 2017) , thresholding385

is defined as:386

T(A) =

{
1, A < q
0, A ≥ q

(11)

Here 0 < q ≤ Amax.387

A novel deep convolution layer network (CNN) with a long Short-Term Memory388

(LSTM) model proposed by (Singh et al. 2021) for the detection and diagnosis of dental389

caries on periapical dental images.390

6. Deep learning methods and algorithms.391

Research by (Litjens et al. 2017) explains how learning algorithms in machine392

learning are divided into, unsupervised and supervised learning algorithms.393
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Figure 12. (a)..(d) LTP code with τ ≥ +15, τ ≤ −15 and both positive and negative LBP codes.

6.1. Learning algorithms394

Supervised learning:- the model is represented with a dataset D = {x, y}N
n=1 of395

input features x and y. The y can take different forms depending on the learning task for396

instance, with classification y will be a scalar representing a class label. With regression397

, it will take a vector of continous variables. In dealing with a segmentation model,398

y can be a multi-dimensional label image, basically supervised training finds model399

parametersθ that best predict data given a loss function L(y, ŷ) . This ŷ describes the400

output of model obtained by feeding x to f (x;⊖) that represents the model.401

Unsupervised learning:- are algorithms that are trained to find patterns , such as402

data without labels for instance clustering and principle component analysis methods.403

These algorithms can be performed on models with different loss functions.404

6.2. Neural networks.405

These are networks that contribute to deep learning systems. Neural networks
comprise of neurons with some activation a and parameters θ = {W, β} ,where W is
weight and β set bias. Activation presesents linear combination of input x to a neutron
and its parameters, followed by element on element (.) for non linearity, referred to as
the transfer function: a = σ(wT + b). Transfer functions for traditional neural networks
are sigmoid and the hyperbolic tangent function. Multi layered neural networks known
as perceptrons consist of several layers of these transformations :

f (x; θ) = σ(WLθ(WL−1...σ(W0x + b0) + bL−1) + bL) (12)

Here Wn is a matrix comprising of wk rows with k as activation on the output. The406

n is the number of current layers, and L the final layer. Hidden layers are layers in407

between the input layer and the output layer. When a network contains multiple hidden408

layers it is referred to as a deep neural network.409
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Activation’s done to the final layer which is the output layer of the network are
mapped to a distribution over the number of classes P(y|x; θ)through a softmax function:

P(y|x; θ) = so f tmax(x; θ) =
e(W

L
i )

T x+(bi)
L

∑K
k=1 e(W

L
k )

T x+(bk)L (13)

Here WL
i is the weight of the output node associated with class i.410

Stochastic gradient descent is the method used to fit parameters to the dataset D. A
small subset of the dataset is used to optimize maximum likelihood and this in return
minimize negative log-likelihood as:

argminθ −
N

∑
n=1

log[P(yn|xn; θ)]. (14)

This further leads to binary cross entropy loss for two class problems and categorical411

cross entropy for multi class tasks. Deep neural networks gained popularity in 2006 and412

In method (Larochelle et al. 2007) , they explain how they pre-trained DNNs layer by413

layer and fine tuned their stacked network to produce good evaluation performance.414

Currently the most used deep learning popular networks are the convolution and the415

recurrent networks.416

6.2.1. Convolution neural networks417

These networks have weights that are shared in a manner that the network performs418

convolutions on images. This means that there is no redundancy in the the way the419

model learns separate detectors for the same object that occurs at different position on420

an image. It reduces the number of parameters to be used for learning . At each layer of421

the network the image is convolved with a set of K kernels W = (W1....WK) ,with biases422

β = (b1...bK)andeachgeneratingXk feature map.423

The features are subjected to a non-linear transformσ(.) and the process iterated for
every convolution layer l given by:

X1
K = σ(W l−1

K ∗ Xl−1 + bl−1
k ). (15)

The convolution neural network also have pooling layers that aggregate pixels424

and their neighbors using an invariant function which is the maximum operation.425

Aggregation is done to subsequent convolution layers and at the end of the stream , a426

regular network layer is added where weights are not shared. The network is trained by427

feeding activations to the output layer through a softmax function. Under the CNNs428

there exist common architectures that are widely used in the analysis of medical images429

and include:430

General classification architectures.:- include networks such AlexNet (Krizhevsky2012).431

, unlike it’s precursor LeNet (Lecun et al. 1998) , consists of five convolution kernel layers432

employed in hthe input and output. AlexNet incorporated rectified linear units(RELU)433

as their activation function, and this has become the most common choice in CNNs.434

Further, there has been an interest in using smaller kernels instead of single layers of435

kernels with a large receptive field, this in return has less number of parameters. Re-436

search by (Simonyan et al. 2014) , discussed the use of deeper neural networks that437

have small fixed size kernels in each layer of the 19- layer model referred to as VGG19438

network model. More complex building blocks have been introduced to deep networks,439

to improve efficiency in the training process, and also reduce the amount of parameters440

used. There is also (Goodfellow et al. 2014) , GoogLenet is a 22-layered network that uses441

inception blocks with a set of convolutions of different sizes. The ResNet architecture442

was introduced and consists of ResNet blocks which instead of learning a function, they443

learn mappings in each layer that is close to the identity function (Ren et al. 2015). There444

has been an increase in the use of these deep architectures due to their low memory445
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use and this even contributed to recent versions GoogleNet referred to as Inception v3446

(Khosravi et al. 2018).447

Multi-stream architectures:- are networks that accomodate multiple inputs in form448

of channels towards the input layer and then later merged at any point in the network.449

Image processing can be done by the use of multi-scale image analysis and classification450

for brain lesions (Kamnitsas et al. 2017). Multi-stream architecture (Couprie et al. 2013) ,451

used it for segmentation of natural images. Challenges of deep learning systems in the452

medical imaging domain is in adapting existing architectures for instance with different453

input formats (2D or 3D) data. Volume-tric data can be divided into slices and fed as454

different streams to a network to avoid a result of large amounts of parameters.These455

technique can still be used to perform knee cartilage segmentation (Prasoon et al. 2013).456

The same technique but for classification in the context of medical imaging (Setio et al.457

2016).458

Segmentation architectures:- are specific to the task of segmentation of medical im-459

ages. Here CNNs are used to classify individual pixels with those in their neighborhood460

in an image. To avoid redundancy in the classification of the pixels , fully connected461

layers are re-written as convolutions and this helps the CNN to take in input images462

larger than what it was trained on and produce a likelihood map. The resultant fully463

CNN(fCNN) can then be applied to an entire volume of images. This further leads to464

low resolution of output compared to the input images due to pooling of layers. There is465

a technique that applies the FCNN to shifted versions of the input , and then stitching466

the result together to obtain a full resolution of the final output (Long et al. 2015). The467

FCNN was improved by proposing the U-net architecture that has convolutions in its468

down-sampling , and later an up-sampling task to increase the image size (Ronneberger469

et al. 2015). Another method added skip connections to U-net architecture to connect470

down-sampling and up-sampling of the convolution layers (Long et al. 2015). A similar471

approach was used by (Cciccek et al. 2016), for 3D data, and (Milletari et al. 2016) ,472

incorporated residual blocks and Dice loss layer to the U-net architecture instead of the473

commonly used cross-entropy.474

6.2.2. Recurrent Neural Networks.475

These networks were developed for discrete sequence analysis and have varied476

lengths for both inputs and outputs thus making them suitable for tasks such as ma-477

chine translation. In a classification task, the model learns distribution over classes478

P(y|x1...xT ; θ) given sequence x1...xT as input.479

The RNN has a hiddent state h at time t which is the output of a non-linear mapping
from xt and previous state ht−1: ht = σ(Ext + Rht−1 + b) . Here W, R are weight matrices
that are shared over time. For a classification task, several fully connected layers are
used and followed by a softmax to map the sequence over the classes as :

P(y|x1...xT ; θ) = so f tmax(hT : Wout, bout) (16)

RNNs have similar problems of memory shortage as those of other deep neural480

networks. Several techniques have been developed such as the long short term mem-481

ory(LSTM) cell (Hochreiter et al. 1997) , to deal with the problem. A simplification of482

the LSTM is the gated recurrent unit(GRU) (Chung et al. 2014) . RNNs are increasingly483

being adopted with promising results , for instance (Stollenga et al. 2015) , in the human484

brain challenge.485

6.3. Unsupervised models486

Some of the unsupervised models reviewed include auto-encoders, restricted Boltz-487

man machines or deep belief networks.488
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6.3.1. Auto-encoders489

These are networks trained to reconstruct inputx on outputý via a hidden layer h.
They have a weight matrix Wx,h and bias bx,h from input to hidden state and Wh,x with
corresponding bias bh,x from hidden state to reconstruction. The hidden activation is
computed as:

h = σ(Wx,hx + bx,h). (17)

Here, h is smaller than x to prevent the model from learning the identity function.490

According to (Vincent et al. 2010) , they introduced another solution to prevent the491

model from learning of the identity function. The model uses a de-noising auto-encoder492

that trains the model to reconstruct input from noise. Deep auto-encoders are realized493

by placing auto-encoder layers on top of each other,and in most cases the layers were494

trained individually. Examples of auto-encoders include:495

Variational auto-encoders:- with these (Uzunova et al. 2019) , introduce the use of496

conditional variational auto-encoders for pathology detection in medical images.497

6.3.2. Adverserial networks498

These are used for image generation tasks and include works from (Zhang et al.499

2019) and (Korkinof et al. 2018).500

6.3.3. Deep Belief Networks501

These are a type of Markov random field(MRF) that constitute an input layer
x = (x1...xN) and a hidden layer h = (h1...hM) that has a latent feature representation.
Its connections are bi-directional and thus a generative model that can be sampled for
new data points. An energy function can be defined for a state (x, h) of input and hidden
layers as:

E(x, h) = hTWx − cTx − bTh (18)

Here c and b are the bias terms. Further, the probability of the system is given by:

p(x, h) =
1
Z

exp{−E(x, h)}. (19)

This makes computing the partition function Z intractable, while conditioned inference
in computing h conditioned on x is tractable and is given by:

P(hj|x) =
1

1 + exp−bj − Wjx
. (20)

The use of DBNs can be to fuse medical images (Kaur et al. 2019). DBNs also are502

used to extract high level features from medical images and effectively classify them503

(Khatami et al. 2016).504

6.4. Software and Hardware505

These are the processors and softwares used to handle the running of various506

deep learning techniques. They include GPU computing libraries such as CUDA and507

OpenCL, these being very fast processor units compared to the previously used CPUs.508

These GPUs work hand in hand with the available open source softwares that provide509

a platform to implement various operations of neural networks such as convolutions.510

Most popular packages include Caffe (Jia et al. 2014) , TensorFlow (Abadi et al. 2016) ,511

Theano (Maclaurin et al. 2015) , Torch (Collobert et al. 2011) , that provide interfaces for512

implementing various operations in deep learning. They are also third party packages513

written on top of frameworks like Keras (Chollet et al. 2018) and Github (Zagalsky et al.514

2015).515
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Figure 13. Representation of deep learning architectures:(a) Auto-encoder, (b) Deep Belief Net-
works, (c) recurrent neural network, (d) convolutional neural network, (e) multi-stream convolu-
tional neural network, (f) U-net architecture (Litjens et al. 2017).

7. Deep learning uses in medical images.516

These systems can be used in various tasks like segmentation,classification,detection517

and registration.518

7.1. Classification519

In this approach, one has a single or multiple inputs with a single variable as output.520

For instance, in a disease classification setup, one has the disease or not and diagnosis of521

the disease is based on a sample of the data set. Transfer learning is therefore realized522

and is defined as the use of pre-trained networks to cover very large data sets for deep523

networks training. Transfer learning can be used to fine-tune a pre-train network on524

medical images , and also for feature extraction on image data. These processes are525

beneficial in saving time used to train deep networks and enable extracted features to be526

analyzed faster. Object classification is usually done on a small part of the image and527

can be divided into two or more classes for analysis. For instance (Shen et al. 2015) ,528

used three CNNs , each taking a nodule patch as input and and each feature output is529
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concatenated to form a final feature vector. Multi-stream CNNs are used to classify skin530

lesions with each stream working on different resolutions of the image (Kawahara et al.531

2016).532

7.2. Detection533

Detection of objects and their respective regions of interest in images is an important534

part of diagnosis by medical practitioners. The task consists of localizing and identi-535

fication of small regions in a full image. These systems are designed to automatically536

detect regions and decrease the reading time of human experts. An example of detection537

include (Naam et al. 2016) , explain the use of edge detection method to detect dental538

caries on dental images.539

7.3. Segmentation.540

Segmentation of various organs allow deep analysis of several parameters related541

to volume and shape, for example in skin or breast cancer analysis. It is always the542

first step before the detection process, and is defined as the identification of the pixels543

which make up the interior or exterior contour of the object of interest. There has been544

a wide variety of methods developed to segment images using deep learning medical545

images. Segmentation is needed to perform accurate segmentation on 3D CNNs using546

multi-stream networks with different scales (Ghafoorian et al. 2017).547

7.4. Registration.548

Registration is a common image analysis task in which coordinate transforms are549

calculated from one image to another. This is done iteratively assuming parametric550

transformations and a pred-determined metric is optimized. Deep networks can benefit551

from registration by estimating a similarity measure for two images to drive an iterative552

optimization , for instance (Simonovsky et al. 2016). They can also be used to predict553

transformation parameters using regression, for example (Rather et al. 2015).554

8. Databases used by dental images.555

There is need for efforts to build or come up with a public dataset to aid developing556

of algorithms to be used in the dental imaging area. In order for this to come to pass,557

researchers need to release data used in their papers, and this will lead to a repository558

that can reliably catalog and archive publicly dental imaging data. Several examples of559

datasets exist and include the Digital database for screening mammography(DDSM)560

(Lee et al. 2016) , that is used for mammogram image analysis and aids screening of561

breast cancer. There exists several databases that are used in dental imaging and this562

include:563

PASCAL VOC 2007:- this is from the results from the pascal visual object classes564

challenge of 2007 (Everingham et al. 2010).565

Caltech101:- this is a dataset of images to facilitate computer vision and its tech-566

niques (Fei et al. 2004) . This dataset is also applicable in image recognition and567

classification and contains a total of 9,146 images split into 101 distinct object categories.568

NORB:- is used for experiments in 3D object recognition shapes (Lecun et al. 2004)569

. The dataset contains 50 toys belonging to five generic categories that include : air-570

planes,cars ,four legged animals, trucks.571

CIFAR-10/100:- this consists of 60000 32*32 colour images in 10 classes ,with 50000572

training images and 10000 test images, (Krizhevsky, A. and Hinton, G., 2009).573

MNIST:- acronym for modified national institute of standards and technology is574

a dataset of handwritten digits commonly used for training and testing data in the575

machine learning field. It contains 60000 training images and 10000 testing images576

(Deng, L., 2012).577

LabelMe:- is a dataset and web based tool used for image annotation (Russell et al.578

2008) , and was created by MIT computer science intelligence laboratory(CSAIL). It is579
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applicable in computer vision and is very dynamic, free and open to public contribution.580

It contains 187240 images , 62197 annotated images and 658992 labelled objects.581

ImageNet:- is a large dataset used for visual object recognition, and has more than582

20000 categories with each category containing sevaral hundred images (Deng et al.583

2009).584

Summary585

Both MNIST and CIFAR-10/100 dataets are available for the public while the other586

datasets can be accessed by directly contacting the researchers. Dental datasets are587

difficult to find and thus researchers prefer to use available public datasets. ImageNet is588

one of the datasets that is used for evaluations by several dental imaging models like589

ResNets and VGGNets.590

9. Evaluation protocols for dental images.591

Deep learning techniques are used on problems having very large datasets with592

thousands of instances , and therefore they need a way to estimate the performance593

of a given data configuration and use this to compare with performances of other594

configurations. One of the ways is by splitting data (Adagbasa et al. 2019) , since very595

large datasets require long training times.596

9.1. Splitting data.597

The data is split into train and test data splits for instance with Keras library for598

deep learning provides two ways of handling the splitting of data. It can split your599

data int a validation set and evaluate the performance of your model on that validation600

set. This is done by setting the validation split(validations plit) argument on the fit ()601

function to a certain percentage of your training dataset such as: 30% for validation.602

9.2. Manual k-fold cross validation603

This is used as the standard evaluation method for machine leaning techniques.604

This method splits the dataset into k-subsets and trains the model on all the subsets one605

after the other except one subset that is left out as the validation set. Evaluation is done606

on the left out subset which is the validation set, and the performance is averaged across607

all models created. The cross validation method is applicable on small deep learning608

models and is used with 5 or 10 folds. We also have (Sun et al. 2019) , as the train-test609

split method.610

9.3. Train-Test split611

:- this is achieved by splitting data into two parts the training and test set. The612

model is then fitted in the training set then use the fit model to make predictions on the613

test set and evaluate the skill of those predictions thus referred to as the train-test split.614

The train-test split skill is used as an estimate of how well the model performs especially615

when presented with new data. This method is preferred when you have very large data616

and slow model to train, thus the skill score for the model will be noisy because of the617

randomness in the data. The randomness of data makes the model flexible but makes618

it less stable for instance you get different results from training the same model. This619

can be controlled by introducing a random seed and repeating experiments multiple620

times. The use of random seed is basically just using the same randomness every time621

the model is being fit and evaluated. Get an average of the estimated model skill after622

running the experiments multiple times. We also have (Abdualgalil et al. 2020) , that623

also gives a description of the confusion matrix.624

9.4. Confusion matrix625

:- is an N ∗ N matrix with N number of classes being predicted and is used mostly626

with class output models. The matrix consists of several metrics that include:627
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Accuracy:- total number of correct predictions.628

Precision or positive predictive value:- is a proportion of positive correct predic-629

tions.630

Negative predictive value:- is a proportion of negative correct predictions.631

Recall or Sensitivity:- is a proportion of actual positive cases correctly identified.632

Specificity:- is a proportion of actual negative cases correctly identified.633

9.5. F1-score634

This is defined as the harmonic mean of the precision and recall values for a635

classification problem task.636

The F1 score is given by:637

F1 = { recall−1 + precision−1

2
}−1 = 2.

precision.recall
precision + recall

(21)

Harmonic mean is preferred from arithmetic mean because it takes care of extreme638

values for instance those in a binary classification model. The F1 score can also be639

adjusted to increase effectiveness by adding β as an adjustable parameter to get :640

Fβ = (1 + β2).
precision.recall

(β2.precision) + recall
(22)

10. Conclusion and Future work641

From our survey , various techniques , methods and approaches have been dis-642

cussed that point towards the segmentation and detection of dental images. Various643

works that stem from the industry and academia have been mentioned and discussed644

regarding existing algorithms , segmentation and detection methods and also various645

protocols for evaluating performance. There are issues and encouraging future perspec-646

tives of study that have popped out from our discussions here and are highlighted below647

as:648

• Data availability and reliability. Deep learning networks require large amount of649

data to be able to achieve meaningful and effective performance results. Due to the650

nature of dental images , there is need for hybrid datasets to aid good performance651

of the networks. There is need of public available datasets for dental images to652

make deep learning in the field possible.653

• Data standardization. Many methods discussed here are handling the pre-processing654

step through manual methods such as, cropping the region of interest on an image.655

This methods contribute to the loss of some of key details from the images. Some656

networks end up dividing a whole image into sub-regions and this slows down the657

learning process that occurs one sub-region after the other. There are methods like658

down-sampling which might lead to deletion of important details and this seem to659

have been due to limitations in computational power. Deep learning approaches660

have seen increased learning on whole images rather than the need of manual661

manipulation of images at the pre processing stage, in order to get more general662

and accurate results.663

• Weight Regularization Methods. Deep learning networks can also be improved by664

introducing weight regularization to improve their performance. The regularization665

of weights involves optimization of model hyper-parameters such as the learning666

rate and the dropout rate. Basically, weight regularization methods are introduced667

into networks for parameter optimization.668

• Hybrid approaches. Deep networks can also be achieved by combining of several669

models or methods to form hybrid networks that will improve overall evaluation670

performance. The combination can be in any stage of the model, for instance671

combining two pre-processing techniques to come with a single one to enhance672
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image quality. This combination can also be handled by joining various attributes of673

different models to form one hybrid model that will enhance the training, extraction,674

detaction and classification of objects.675

Lastly, oral health care and follow up or recall from medical practitioners is very impor-676

tant for risk assessment and management of dental caries.677
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Table 2: Works grouped by feature extraction method.

Feature Extraction Method Related works
FOF (Obuchowicz et al. 2020)
Run-length matrix (Galloway et al. 1975),

(Eqbal et al. 2020), (Raj et
al. 2019), (Deshmukh et al.
2018)

LBP (Ojala et al. 1996),
(Verma et al. 2015),
(Liu et al. 2016)

Clustering (Min et al. 2018), (Li et
al. 2018), (Edwards et al.
2018), (Zhao et al. 2019)

Laws texture energy measures (Laws, K., 1980), (Orooji et
al. 2018), (Ramapraba et
al. 2017)

GLCM (Haralick et al. 1973), (PS
et al. 2016), (Korchiyne et
al. 2014)

GTDM (Amadasun et al. 1989),
(Fekri et al. 2018)

Gabor Filters (Gabor, D., 1946),
(Avinash et al. 2016),
(Aguirre et al. 2018),
(Hegde et al. 2018)

LTP (Tan et al. 2010), (Murala
et al. 2013), (Rabidas et al.
2016), (Deep et al. 2018)

Multiple morphology Gradi-
ent(mMG)

(Naam et al. 2016), (Naam
et al. 2016), (Liang et al.
2017), (Naqi et al. 2018),
(Rakhlin et al. 2018)



2.2.1 Summary

In this paper, we present a survey of deep learning methods used or related to segmen-

tation and detection of dental caries. We also discussed various dataset benchmarks

available to these methods. Further, we have summarized the performance of evalu-

ation protocols used in deep learning dental segmentation and detection. Therefore,

the choice of segmentation method to use depends on similarities and discontinuities

of regions of interest on an image. Additionally, the choice of detection method to use

depends on texture, pixels and color intensity characteristics on an image.
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Chapter 3

Teeth Segmentation

3.1 Dental Images’ Segmentation Using Threshold

Connected Component Analysis.

3.2 Introduction

This paper discusses how dental images were segmented through a combination of

thresholding and connected component analysis. Segmentation of dental radiographs

into individual teeth is the most important part in any method that is to be used for

analysis. Correct separation of individual teeth in turn yield accurate results. From

the previous discussion on existing segmentation methods, it is difficult to choose one

that suit one specific task. Therefore, important factors to consider when deciding a

segmentation method include: noise levels on image and X-ray artefacts. Thresholding

is the method of choice to implement segmentation on dental radiographs, due to the

low noise levels of the dataset being analyzed as well as the various artefacts present.

In this chapter, the adopted segmentation method is presented, as well as the pre-
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processing steps involved to maximize efficiency.
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Recent advances in medical imaging analysis, especially the use of deep learning, are helping to identify, detect, classify, and
quantify patterns in radiographs. At the center of these advances is the ability to explore hierarchical feature representations
learned from data. Deep learning is invaluably becoming the most sought out technique, leading to enhanced performance in
analysis of medical applications and systems. Deep learning techniques have achieved great performance results in dental image
segmentation. Segmentation of dental radiographs is a crucial step that helps the dentist to diagnose dental caries. )e per-
formance of these deep networks is however restrained by various challenging features of dental carious lesions. Segmentation of
dental images becomes difficult due to a vast variety in topologies, intricacies of medical structures, and poor image qualities
caused by conditions such as low contrast, noise, irregular, and fuzzy edges borders, which result in unsuccessful segmentation.
)e dental segmentationmethod used is based on thresholding and connected component analysis. Images are preprocessed using
the Gaussian blur filter to remove noise and corrupted pixels. Images are then enhanced using erosion and dilation morphology
operations. Finally, segmentation is done through thresholding, and connected components are identified to extract the Region of
Interest (ROI) of the teeth.)emethod was evaluated on an augmented dataset of 11,114 dental images. It was trained with 10 090
training set images and tested on 1024 testing set images. )e proposed method gave results of 93% for both precision and recall
values, respectively.

1. Introduction

Dental caries is the most widespread chronic disease
affecting teeth worldwide. Recently, there has been a
decline in the rates of large cavity lesions, but still early
lesions can be identified in most people [1]. Most of
conventional caries detection methods rely on inspecting
teeth visually. )ese methods are effective for large,
clearly visible carious lesions as well as those partially
visible but can be viewed by a handheld mirror [2]. )e
introduction of dental radiography is to detect hidden or
inaccessible lesions that could not be otherwise done
through conventional methods. Early detection of dental
caries lesions is an important determinant of treatment
measures and is therefore a beneficiary of the intro-
duction of new tools [3]. )e fastest growing sectors in

the health care industry are dental services which consist
of prevention, treatment, and diagnosis of oral cavity
diseases [4]. Most dentists use bitewing radiographs to
aid in the location of dental caries. )ey rely on infor-
mation from these radiographs together with their pa-
tients’ medical history. Locating of dental caries is a
challenging task and sometimes even the experienced
dentists miss the carious lesions when they are just
presented with bitewing radiographs [5]. Traditionally,
detection of dental caries relied on visual-tactile methods
[6]. Sensitivity of visual-tactile methods is limited and
especially done on posterior proximal teeth surfaces.
Radiographic methods tend to have high sensitivity but
require ionizing radiation [7].

Surveys have been carried out on various segmentation
and feature extraction methods [8] that are used in
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preprocessing. A novel possibilistic exponential fuzzy
C-means clustering algorithm proposed in [9] is used for
segmenting medical images.

Analysis of dental radiographs requires some processing
of the images so as to obtain useful information. )e most
invaluable image processing procedure or step is referred to
as image segmentation. )e representation of dental images
is done through the segmentation of various regions of
interest from the larger image so as to locate objects. Seg-
mentation of images is therefore partitioning of an image
into several segments to be used to identify objects and their
edges. Image segmentation can be categorized according to
similarity and discontinuity properties. Discontinuity-based
methods are referred to as boundary-based methods, while
similarity-based methods are referred to as region-based
methods [10].

Image segmentation is the process of dividing an image
into groups of similar characteristics and features. Mathe-
matically, segmentation of an image R is a finite set of re-
gions R1 . . . Rs, R � ∪ i � 1 andRiRi ∩Rji ≠ j. Research
work in [11, 12] categorizes segmentation methods
according to various characteristics, namely, region, en-
tropy, shape, threshold, and pixels’ correlation, among
others. )ese characteristics were from thermal, X-ray im-
ages to aid analysis of specific points or regions of interest.
Dental image segmentation is also classified as region-based,
cluster-based, threshold-based, boundary-based, and wa-
tershed-based methods.

Recent advances in medical imaging analysis, especially
the use of deep learning, have implemented connected
component analysis to help identify, detect, classify, and
quantify patterns in radiographs. At the center of these
advances is the ability to explore hierarchical feature rep-
resentations learned from data. Connected component
analysis is pivotal to many image processing pipelines [13]. It
is handled by dividing an image into foreground and
background pixel objects. )en, for further processing,
foreground pixels are connected to each other and extracted,
while background pixels are connected together to form
edges boundaries on images. Connected component analysis
is used after the image has been preprocessed, and
thresholding has taken place.

)is paper has identified several major limitations that
hinder better performances of segmentation techniques with
regard to dental images. First limitation is the limited
amount of dental images available for training deep learning
systems. Another issue is that most dental images used are
characterized with low contrast, false or fuzzy edge borders,
and noise. In addition, dental images are mostly multisized,
multiresolution, and multiscaled in nature. Lastly, most
existing segmentation techniques require expensive com-
putational power resources which then limit their
practicability.

)is proposed method is built to sort the issues or
limitations aforementioned. Due to the limitation in dental
images, the available 120 images have been augmented to
give 11,114 images in the dataset. )e augmented dataset
images are then preprocessed via the Gaussian blur to
remove noise. )ereafter, the erosion and dilation

morphology operations are used to accentuate image pixels
on the image. Lastly, segmentation is done by thresholding
the pixel components connected and identified to extract the
ROI of teeth. )e method was trained on 10 090 training set
images and tested on 1024 testing set images. An experi-
mental analysis was done and the performance compared to
state-of-the-art methods. )e proposed method out-
performed all of the methods in accuracy evaluation metrics.
Figure 1 shows a flow diagram of the proposed method.

2. Related Works

Most of the deep learning networks methods have achieved
great success in segmentation of medical images. Segmen-
tation of medical images is one of the crucial tasks in
computer vision. Various researchers have proposed and
developed various techniques based on deep learning net-
works for dental images. Some of them have been reviewed
in this paper, namely, thresholding, deep convolution neural
networks, and connected component analysis.

A method of identifying dead unrecognizable people is
proposed in [14] using panoramic dental images. A survey of
diagnosis of dental image diseases using soft computing
techniques is proposed in [15]. A deep recent literature is
provided in [16] covering efforts on semantic and instance
segmentation. A survey of the use of the U-Net architecture
is provided in [17] which is widely used in biomedical image
segmentation to address the automation of identification
and detection of target regions.

Soft computing techniques proposed in [18] are used to
improve performance of watermarking algorithms and
applications of the same. Soft computing techniques also
have been adopted for segmenting images and synergistically
provide malleable information competent enough to ma-
nipulate real-life circumstances. Methodologies provided in
[19] are used to feat lenience for roughness, ambiguity,
imprecise acumen, and partial veracity for the sake of
attaining compliance and economical results.

)ere is also the use of the Otsu thresholding and
connected component analysis proposed in [20] for the
segmentation of periapical dental images to aid automated
forensic identification. Connected component analysis is
used to extract the region of interest (ROI) of the segmented
teeth. Estimation of tooth axis in some of the existing
methods requires segmenting the tooth volume from
computed tornograph (CT) images; then, estimation is done
from that segmented tooth volume. Poor segmentation leads
to poor axis estimation [21]; thus, the estimation of molar
teeth axis from two projection images is proposed rather
than the segmented volume.

Connected component analysis can also be done on a set
of gray levels of an image. A maximally stable extremal
region (MSER) algorithm is proposed to handle this analysis.
Maximal intensity regions appear to grow and merge at
different intensity thresholds, while stability is achieved via
finding extremal regions which are virtually unchanged over
a range of threshold selection, and thus, regional intensity
variation aids cyst boundary extraction in dental radio-
graphs [22]. CNNs have been used to study consistent
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intensity patterns of organs at risks (OAR) from training CT
images and even segment them in test CT images.

Training CNNs on CT images helps extract positive
intensity patches that belong to OAR of interest and negative
intensity patches that belong to surrounding structures. )e
patches were passed through CNN layers and image features;
namely, edges, corners, and end points were captured and
combined into more complex high-order features that de-
scribe the OAR efficiently. )e trained network was applied
to classify voxels in a ROI in the test images to obtain a
corresponding OAR as a segmented image result [23].

Segmentation is a challenging task in the analysis of
dental images. One of the most invaluable and yet largely
unsolved issues of the level set method (LSM) is its initial
contour generation. A new level set segmentation method in
[24] proposes initial contour generation via morphological
image information and intelligent level set segmentation
through motion filtering and backpropagation of the neural
network.

Early detection of dental cavity is invaluable and thus
lifesaving. Ahmed et al. [25] present a caries detection
method that applies K-means clustering and threshold
method for segmentation of CT images. )is is in order to
construct a 3D view of the carious lesion which is an integral
part of the diagnosis of dental caries. CT images have been
extensively used in dental imaging diagnostics, and there-
fore, it is possible to use 3D data from the CT images to
reconstruct 2D panoramic dental radiographs that provide a
longitudinal view of the jaw bone, avoiding additional

exposure to X-rays. An automatic method, introduced in
[26], is used for reconstructing 2D panoramic dental images
based on 3D CT images, using Bezier curves and optimi-
zation techniques, and obtained very smooth panoramic
images with good contrast.

Teeth segmentation is a critical task for effective caries
detection as most carious lesions usually occur around tooth
boundaries, and dental images are often subject to low
contrast, noise, and uneven illumination. An effective way is
introduced in [27] to segment individual teeth in periapical
radiographs. )e method performs image enhancement via
adaptive power law transformation, local singularity using
Holder exponent, tooth recognition via Otsu thresholding,
connected component analysis, and, lastly, tooth delineation
via snake boundary tracking and morphological operations.

)e accuracy of the segmentation process determines the
success or failure of the final analysis process. In order to
diagnose problems with wisdom teeth, Amer and Aqel [28]
propose an automatic method that prepares panoramic
images for segmentation, and then, a segmentation algo-
rithm is implemented followed by a postprocessing stage, as
shown by Figure 2. )e preprocessing step includes contrast
enhancement, Otsu thresholding, morphology operations,
and connected component labeling. A segmentation algo-
rithm was used to extract the ROI, while histogram
equalization was used in the postprocessing of panoramic
images.

Teeth segmentation is important in highly automated
postmortem identification. Automating the process of
postmortem identification using dental images has received
increased attention from researchers. A mathematical
morphology is offered in [29] to bitewing teeth segmentation
so as to aid postmortem identification of individuals. )ey
also propose grayscale contrast transformation and re-
moving noise via filters for image enhancement. Next,
thresholding is used to isolate teeth from the background
and then group the thresholded image using connected
component labeling of both background and foreground
pixels to get the ROI. Finally, the connected components
were refined and analyzed based on their geometric prop-
erties, and then, unqualified objects were eliminated.

An automatic approach in [30] is introduced to detect
dental arches on panoramic images. )ey use local entropy
thresholding to binarize CT images because teeth have high
intensities than their surrounding areas on images. )ey
then use connected component labeling to partially remove
metal artifacts and morphological dilation to close gaps
between teeth so that the mandible region is one connected
piece. Finally, the thinning result gives a rough dental arch
shape, and this result is exploited by a curve fitting method
to get a mathematically represented dental arch.

)e proposed technique uses the connected component
analysis to aid teeth segmentation on dental images. Con-
nected analysis or labeling is the process of grouping object
elements of a digital image by assigning the same label to
adjacent elements. )is facilitates further image analysis
tasks: regions can be counted and can be individually ma-
nipulated and their properties can be measured. Object
labeling is important not only when dealing with large-sized

Dental X-ray
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Gaussian Blur Filtering

Image Enhancement
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Figure 1: Flow diagram of the proposed segmentation method.
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images to single out and count individual regions but also
when counting the number of objects in small neighbor-
hoods. )is is quite invaluable especially when designing
topology preserving removal operations for thinning
transformations. In 2D images, the 4-way and 8-way con-
nected components in the special case of a 3 ∗ 3 neigh-
borhood can be counted. )e proposed technique used the
8-way connected component analysis for segmentation of
dental images and is discussed in Section 3.

3. The Proposed Method

)e proposed method proposes preprocessing and seg-
mentation of the dental images, as shown by Figure 1, and
handled by the following steps.

3.1. Dataset Preparation: Augmentation. With the insuffi-
cient number of dental images for research, it is impossible
to derive intelligent decisions by neural networks. Deep
learning networks need huge amounts of data for training
and testing purposes to achieve good evaluation perfor-
mance. Image augmentation is highly prescribed and in-
volves artificially creating training images through different
ways of processing or a combination of multiple processing
ways on the images present. One hundred and twenty
images were subjected to data augmentation techniques,
namely, image shifts via the width shift range and height
shift range and rotation arguments to give 11,114 images
after augmentation. )e data augmentation process, as
discussed in [31], can be described through the following
steps:

(1) Flips. Horizontal and vertical flips for each image in
the training set. Horizontal flips are commonly used in
natural images, and vertical flips are used to capture in-
variance to vertical reflection in medical images.

(2) Scaling. We scale each one in either the x or y direction;
specifically, we apply an affine transformation,
A � (sx00sy).

(3) Rotations. )e following affine transformation is
obtained:

A � (cos θ sin θ − sin θ cos θ), (1)

where θ is between 10 and 175° and is applied.

3.2. Image Enhancement. Dataset preparation is first done
through data augmentation; then, image enhancement is
handled by improving contrast, brightness adjustment, and
scaling so as to compensate the nonuniformity caused by
image illumination. )is is done through filtering and
morphology operations. Filtering is done through the use of
Gaussian blur filters to remove noise and is shown by
Figure 3.

After image filtering, morphology operations that in-
clude erosion and dilation were used to diminish foreground
features while accentuating background features, as shown
in Figure 4.

3.3. 1resholding. Morphology operations in the image
enhancement process was to separate teeth from the
background. It is followed by image thresholding; this is
used to obtain the general outline of individual teeth in the
X-ray and is shown by Figure 5.

3.4. Connected Component Analysis. )e 8-way clustering
method was introduced to combine components of the same
properties and neighborhood. )is was after image pre-
processing, image enhancement, morphology operations,
and thresholding. With this method, image pixels were
grouped into connected darker and brighter binary mask
regions. Darker regions were combined and connected to-
gether to form the background, while brighter pixels were
combined to form the foreground binary mask. )is com-
ponent connected analysis was used to extract the ROI
shown by Figure 6.

)e detection of these darker or brighter regions was
influenced by the (LoG) Laplacian of Gaussian approach,
which is a convolution kernel of the form

LoG �
x
2

+ y
2

− 2σ2

σ4
e

− x2�y2/2σ2
, (2)

where σ is the width of the kernel. )e masking procedure
increases segmentation accuracy. Figure 7 shows segmen-
tation results after the use of connected component analysis
to extract the ROI on dental images.

4. Experiments and Results

)e method was evaluated on an augmented dataset of
11,114 dental images.)e dataset was split into two, the train
set of 10 090 images and the test set of 1024 images. )e
method was trained on 10 090 train images and tested on

Post-Processing
ROI

Enhancement
Input Image Pre-Processing ROI Extracting Segmented

Image

Figure 2: Stages of the segmentation method with expected results from each stage [28].
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1024 test images. )e success rate of the segmentation
methods covered in this paper is from separating individual
teeth from different jaw regions on an image. )e success
rate is measured on to how it clearly shows tooth edge
boundaries and individual teeth on images throughout the
whole dataset.

Teeth separation is correctly considered if the separation
did not cause division of the teeth. Teeth, which were already
partial as a result of being at the edge of the radiograph, are
considered correctly separated if no further partiality was
caused. Teeth that were not correctly segmented were either
as a result of poor image contrast, where enhancement

techniques could not salvage a distinction between teeth and
nonteeth structures. It should be noted that the proposed
segmentation method after optimization exhibited better
results than compared existing implementations. Table 1
provides a comparison of the proposed method to other
implementations of connected component analysis. Results
obtained from the proposed segmentationmethod indicate a
noticeable improvement on existing models. Figure 7 shows
some image examples of the segmentation results.

Figure 8 shows training and validation accuracy graphs
of the proposed threshold connected analysis segmentation
method on our augmented dataset.

Original

Gaussian Blur

Figure 3: Original images and images after filtering by Gaussian blur filters.

Dilation

Erosion

Figure 4: Images after erosion and dilation morphology operations.
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Figure 5: Images after thresholding.

Figure 6: Masked image from the 8-way component connected clustering method.

Figure 7: Segmentation results of the proposed method.
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5. Conclusion and Future Work

Deep learning methods have been used for medical imaging
and are now invaluable to the segmentation and detection of
dental caries on dental imaging. In segmentation, regions of
interest are segmented from the larger image to locate
objects of similar characteristics and features. Segmentation

is also the partitioning of an image into several segments
from the larger image so as to locate objects and their edges.
Dental image segmentation can be categorized based on
similarity, namely, region-based methods, and discontinu-
ities, namely, boundary-based methods. Several works by
different authors have been reviewed to expound more on
the various segmentation methods and their use.

Soft computing approaches such as fuzzy logic, artificial
neural network, and genetic algorithm have been empha-
sized and used for image segmentation. Contribution in [32]
presents state-of-the-art elaboration of almost all dimen-
sions associated with image segmentation. )ey encapsulate
various aspects such as emerging topics, methods, evaluation
parameters, problems associated with different types of
images, databases, segmentation applications, and other
resources that can be advantageous to researchers in de-
veloping new methods for segmentation.

)e proposed paper here has discussed the proposed
threshold connected component (TCC) segmentation method
used. )is segmentation method used preprocessing methods
that include augmentation, and image enhancement methods
and thresholdingwere discussed and implemented tomake sure
accurate segmentation is achieved. )resholding was used to
obtain the general outline of teeth, and then, connected
component analysis by the 8-way clustering method was used.
)is clustering method was used to group pixels as either dark
or bright pixel masks to allow separation of teeth from the
background of the whole image.

Dental image datasets are hard to find publicly; thus,
there is a need for data augmentation. Evaluating perfor-
mance of these deep learning methods takes longer periods
due to large volumes of data and thus longer training and
testing time. Several evaluation protocols for performance
evaluation have been introduced to reduce the time taken for
training and testing networks. )erefore, it is important to
use established protocols to evaluate performance of models,
networks, and methods ability to meet expectations or goals
through various measurements.

)ere are major observations from earlier research work
in the segmentation and detection of dental caries which
help in making justifiable conclusions. Some of those ob-
servations that we deem very important include

(i) It was observed that existing work mostly employed
a preprocessing step on the dental images to prepare
the images for the next steps that follow

(ii) It was also observed that the image processing
method used for segmentation of dental caries had a

Table 1: Overall comparison of segmentation methods.

Methods Types of images Accuracy (%)
Fuzzy C-means clustering algorithm [9] Breast tumours’ images 97.4
Local singularity analysis [27] Periapical images 89.59
Bezier function optimization [26] Panoramic images 91.0
Intelligent level set [24] Periapical images 90.0
Neck segmentation using CNNs [23] CT images 89.5
Proposed segmentation method Bitewing images 93.0
)e statement in bold highlights the contribution made in this paper. It is meant to distinguish the current work from related works in the literature.
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Figure 8: Training and validation accuracy graph curves for
threshold connected component analysis segmentation method,
respectively.
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ripple effect on the performance of the deep learning
system used

(iii) It was also observed that the performance of deep
learning methods was dependent on the size of the
dataset and image variability

(iv) Data augmentation plays a big role in boosting the
performance of deep learning methods especially
those on not-too large datasets

(v) It was also observed that dental images’ segmen-
tation work use panoramic radiographs and Otsu
thresholding for most connected component
analysis

)erefore, it can be concluded that the proposed method
provides a new approach to solve teeth segmentation
problems. )e method offers a robust way for providing
sufficient data for deep learning in datasets through data
augmentation. It also aids both individual teeth separation
and edge boundary detection which makes it easier for both
supervised and unsupervised learning models to correctly
process teeth in the dataset. )e success rate of the proposed
method on the given supervised model provides a potential
avenue for future work using unsupervised models thus
leading to even better results.

Image analysis has been used by the proposed caries
detection model in this thesis to determine presence of
dental caries in dental radiographs. )e final results depend
heavily on the quality of the image by the time it reaches the
diagnostic method. Weight regularization methods at the
segmentation stage could improve the final result, and future
work will look at how to implement such optimizations. )e
dataset that was used was relatively noise free; thus, minimal
preprocessing needed to be implemented for noise removal.
)e dataset had few images for processing, and there was
need to add more images through various processing
methods, which will aid deep learning by the model. )ere
are a series of encouraging future perspectives of study that
may see improvement in dental segmentation and detection
of dental caries. Among them are

(i) Data availability and reliability: deep learning net-
works require large amount of data to be able to
achieve meaningful and effective performance re-
sults. Due to the nature of dental images, there is
need for hybrid datasets to aid good performance of
the networks. )ere is need of public available
datasets for dental images to make deep learning
possible.

(ii) Data standardization: many methods discussed in
this research are handling image preprocessing via
manual methods such as cropping regions of in-
terest on an image.)ese methods contribute to loss
of some key details from the images. Some networks
end up dividing a whole image into subregions and
this ends up slowing down the learning process that
occurs one subregion after the other. Othermethods
such as downsampling lead to deletion of important
image details, and this is due to limitations in

computational power. Deep learning approaches
have seen an increase in learning of whole images
rather than the manual manipulation of images via
preprocessing, so as to get more general and ac-
curate results.

(iii) Weight regularization methods: deep learning
methods and networks can also be improved by the
introduction of weight regularization to improve
their performance. )e regularization of weights
involves optimization of model hyperparameters
such as the learning rate and the dropout rate.
Basically, weight regularization methods are in-
troduced into networks for parameter optimization.

(iv) Hybrid approaches: deep learning methods can be
further improved by combining several models or
techniques to form hybrid ones that will eventually
improve the overall evaluation performance. )e
combination can be at any stage of the model, for
instance, combining two or more preprocessing
techniques to come up with a single step to enhance
image quality. )e combination can also be handled
by joining various attributes of different models to
form one hybridmodel that will enhance the training,
extraction, detection, and classification of objects.

In addition to these optimizations, future work will look
at expanding the proposed system’s ability to diagnose
different images, since it was used for only bitewing ra-
diographs from the same dataset.)e scope will be expanded
to test a variety of different radiographic types and also
bitewing radiographs from different datasets.

Data Availability

)e data used to support the findings of the study can be
obtained from the corresponding author upon request.

Additional Points

Deep learning networks require large amount of data to be
able to achievemeaningful and effective performance results.
Due to the nature of dental images, there is need for hybrid
datasets to aid good performance of the networks. )ere is
need of public available datasets for dental images to make
deep learning possible.
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3.3 Summary

This paper has discussed the segmentation method used. Pre-processing methods that

include: augmentation, image enhancement methods and thresholding were discussed

and implemented to make sure accurate segmentation is achieved. Thresholding was

used to obtain the general outline of teeth, and then component connected analysis by

the 8-way clustering method was used. This clustering method was used to group pixels

as either dark or bright pixel masks to allow separation of teeth from the background of

the whole image. Additionally, edge boundaries of teeth is also a very important part

in the segmentation process. Active contours methods were discussed and how they

were used for tooth boundaries detection. They were used to finding, count and draw

all contours or edge boundaries on the image. From the boundaries detected, unwanted

contours were eliminated to remain with just external or big contours that will in turn

aid in the next process of caries detection. This elimination of unwanted contours left

only specific regions of interest of teeth. This method demonstrated positive results

and achieved a very high success rate in segmentation of various dental images in the

database.

The next paper will present a caries detection method that will be used on images

processed by the active contour method discussed at the end of his chapter. This will

then conclude the diagnostic model proposed in this thesis.
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Chapter 4

Dental Caries Detection

4.1 Automatic blob detection for dental caries.

4.2 Introduction

This paper discusses how dental caries was detected through the blob detection method

to distinguish which regions are carious and those that are not. The presence of dental

caries and its diagnosis is possible if potential regions of interest are defined. it is then

after which the diagnostic method uses these regions to evaluate whether they are of

carious concern or not. This chapter introduces and discusses the edge detector used

to locate potential caries, as well as the method for diagnosing the presence of caries

in those regions. The feature extraction process starts by removing noise on images

from the previous segmentation process. Blob detection algorithm is then used as the

edge detection technique to obtain initial positions of suspected caries regions. From

all the blobs detected, various blob parameters and filtering techniques are introduced

to eliminate false caries blobs, to just remain with detected caries candidates only.
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Abstract: Dental Caries are one of the most prevalent chronic diseases around the globe. Detecting
carious lesions is a challenging task. Conventional computer aided diagnosis and detection methods
in the past have heavily relied on the visual inspection of teeth. These methods are only effective
on large and clearly visible caries on affected teeth. Conventional methods have been limited in
performance due to the complex visual characteristics of dental caries images, which consist of hidden
or inaccessible lesions. The early detection of dental caries is an important determinant for treatment
and benefits much from the introduction of new tools, such as dental radiography. In this paper, we
propose a deep learning-based technique for dental caries detection namely: blob detection. The
proposed technique automatically detects hidden and inaccessible dental caries lesions in bitewing
radio-graphs. The approach employs data augmentation to increase the number of images in the
data set to have a total of 11,114 dental images. Image pre-processing on the data set was through
the use of Gaussian blur filters. Image segmentation was handled through thresholding, erosion
and dilation morphology, while image boundary detection was achieved through active contours
method. Furthermore, the deep learning based network through the sequential model in Keras
extracts features from the images through blob detection. Finally, a convexity threshold value of
0.9 is introduced to aid in the classification of caries as either present or not present. The process of
detection and classifying dental caries achieved the results of 97% and 96% for the precision and
recall values, respectively.

Keywords: blob detection; dental caries dataset; deep learning; radiography

1. Introduction

Caries is the most widespread chronic disease in the world. While there has been
a decline recently in rates of large cavity lesions, there are still early lesions that can be
identified in most people [1]. Most conventional caries detection methods rely on inspecting
teeth visually, and this is effective for large and clearly visible carious lesions as well as
those that are partially visible but can be viewed by a handheld mirror [2]. The introduction
of dental radiography is to detect hidden or inaccessible lesions that could not be seen
through conventional methods. The early detection of dental caries lesions is an important
determinant treatment measure and, therefore, a beneficiary of the introduction of new
tools [3].

The fastest growing sector in the health care industry is dental services. This involves
the prevention, treatment and diagnosis of oral cavity diseases [4]. Most dentists use bite-
wing radiographs to aid in finding the location of dental caries. They rely on information
from radiographs together with their patient’s medical history. Locating dental caries is
a challenging task, and sometimes even experienced dentists miss carious lesions when
presented with bite-wing radiographs [5]. Traditionally, the detection of dental caries has
relied on visual-tactile methods [6]. The sensitivity of visual-tactile methods is limited
especially when performed on posterior proximal tooth surfaces. Radiographic methods
tend to have high sensitivity but require ionizing radiation [7].
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Most of the people who are at risk of dental caries are low-income minorities, socially
and economically less privileged, and uneducated people. Furthermore, clinical studies
have shown that dental caries are caused or related to dietal changes and risk factors for
cardiovascular disease [8]. Some retention and restoration methods have been introduced,
proposed and improved to treat dental caries in the past. However, the diagnosis of dental
caries has been difficult due to the various anatomical morphologies and different shapes
of teeth restorations.

In some teeth, it is difficult to detect caries at an early stage. Many of the carious
lesions are detected at an advanced stage. Dental radiography is regarded as the most
reliable diagnostic tool for detecting dental caries; however, most of its screening relies on
empirical evidence results. The introduction of convolution neural networks in medical
imaging analysis has shown excellent performance results. Medical imaging analysis has
led to medical segmentation and diagnosis as one of the most important fields for pattern
recognition and image processing.

Some deep learning CNN models are used for detection and classification of skin
cancer, knee cartilage, diabetic retinopathy, pulmonary tuberculosis and brain tumours
among others. These models have shown very high performance accuracy, efficiency and
promising clinical applications in various fields. However, there been very few studies that
investigate detection and diagnosis in dentistry based on deep CNN model architectures.

Furthermore, the research on detecting and diagnosis of dental caries is even more
limited [9]. Accordingly, our approach presents a technique that evaluates the efficacy of
deep learning methods for the detection of dental caries in bite-wing radiographs. We
introduce the use of blob detection on bite-wing radiographs to detect dental caries. Blob
detection is a mathematical method that detects specific regions in digital or radiographic
images. Blobs are regions with notable differences with those in their neighbourhoods.

Blobs are also referred to as regions that are either brighter or darker than their
neighbourhood. Blob detectors can be classified as differential methods that are derivative
functions based on their position. They can also be classified as the local maxima and
minima of the differential method’s derivative function. Blobs provide more information
about various regions of interest for use for further image processing. With increased
interest in medical imaging processing [10] presented a survey of several blob detection
methods. We used blob detection to automate dental caries detection, and this will further
increase the efficiency and reliability in medical care standards. Details of our approach
will be discussed in depth in one section of this research.

Haghanifar et al. [11] presented an automatic diagnosis system for detecting dental
cavities in panoramic images. This is done via transfer learning of pre-trained deep learning
models to extract relevant features from x-rays and also use a capsule network to draw
prediction results. Duong et al. [12] proposed a computational algorithm that automates
the recognition of carious lesions on occlusal tooth surfaces in smartphone images through
the international caries detection and assessment system (ICDAS).

Jusman et al. [13] presented a study that analyses feature extraction performance
of dental caries images using the Gray Level Co-occurrence Matrix (GLCM) algorithm.
This method is used to determine pixel and quantization values of the GLCM that is used
for an automated classification system for dental caries types. Prados-Privado et al. [14]
proposed data extraction on dental images using two reviewers. Most of the included
studies employed periapical and bitewing radiography. Image databases ranged from
87–3000 images, with a mean of 669 images. Each study included used a different neural
network and different outcome metrics.

Paqué et al. [15] investigated the potential of salivary bacterial and protein markers
for evaluating the disease status in healthy individuals with caries. Saliva samples from
caries and gingivitis-free individuals (n = 18), patients with deep caries lesions (n = 38) was
collected and analysed for 44 candidate biomarkers namely: selected oral bacteria, growth
factors, chemokines and proteolytic enzymes among others. Research by Lee et al. [16]
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presented a CNN model using a U-shaped deep CNN (U-Net) for dental caries detection
on bitewing radiographs and how the model can improve clinician performance.

2. Methods and Techniques

The proposed approach is broken down as shown in Figure 1 and Algorithm 1, and
discussed in the subsections that follow.

Figure 1. System flow diagram.

2.1. Pre-Processing of Dental Images

The input images used by this system were 120 dental radiographs, which were then
augmented to produce 11,114 images sufficient for the deep learning process. The augmen-
tation process involved the rotation, scaling and resizing of the images. Additionally, these
images were pre-processed, which included contrast and brightness adjustment and scaling
to compensate for the non-uniformity from image illumination. These sub processes were
performed via pre-processing techniques that included gray image scaling and blurring
as seen in Figure 2.

2.2. Segmentation of Images

Segmentation involves image thresholding to convert blurred source images to several
binary images and masks. Thereafter, erosion and dilation morphology was used to
diminish foreground features while accentuating background features, respectively, as
shown in Figure 2. Additionally, the eight-way kernel was used to combine darker or
brighter pixel regions on the image into a final caries lesion mask. The detection of these
darker or brighter regions was influenced by the (LoG) Laplacian of Gaussian approach,
which is a convolution kernel of the form:

LoG =
x2 + y2 − 2σ2

σ4 e−
x2=y2

2σ2 (1)

where σ is the width of the kernel. The masking procedure increases segmentation accuracy.
Further, image edge segmentation is handled via active contours method to detect tooth
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edge boundaries. This aids easier isolation of the caries lesion region from the surrounding
normal skin. From the segmented caries lesion, there still exists other blobs that are not
carious. To overcome this issue, we found only the biggest blobs in the segmented image,
and these are dental caries, as in Figure 3.

Figure 2. First Row: Original Gaussian blurred image. Second Row: Images after Erosion morphol-
ogy. Third Row: Images after Dilation morphology. Fourth Row: Masked threshold image after
connected component analysis via the eight-way kernel clustering method.
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Figure 3. First Row: Teeth boundary detection via active contours method. Second Row: All blobs
detected on masked images. Third Row: Caries detected blobs on masked images.

2.3. Feature Extraction
2.3.1. Noise Reduction

Before the process of feature extraction starts, it is important to remove noise and
retain edge information on images. This post-processing step is achieved by the use of
edge-preventing smoothing Gaussian filters [17], that has a Gaussian distribution with
mean µ and standard deviation σ. The Gaussian filter values are calculated by averaging
centre’s of neighbourhood pixels with a certain range [µ− 2σ, µ + 2σ]. The M number of
the centre’s neighbour pixels within the given range is then calculated.

The centre pixel’s intensity value is replaced by the calculated filter values when
the number M of the centre’s neighbour pixels within the range is greater than a specific
threshold K, or the average value of the neighbour pixel when the above condition is not
met. Some edge information is removed if a high value of threshold K value is used. In our
experiments, K the value was set at 3 with a 3× 3 kernel to remove unwanted noise in our
masked images before extracting the needed features.

2.3.2. Caries Candidate Detection

Geometric features are the most important extraction features to look for when de-
tecting caries on dental radiographs. Geometric features on images are enhanced through
the adoption of Hessian analysis [18]. Hessian analysis technique computes the second
derivatives along 3D directions by convoluting the given image with derivatives of the
Gaussian kernel [19]. The Hessian analysis matrix is defined as:

Hσ(x, y, z) =




Ixx Ixy Ixz
Iyx Iyy Iyz
Izx Izy Izz


 (2)

where σ is the standard deviation of the Gaussian distribution and Iij is the second deviation
along ith and jth direction. The standard deviation σ could be used to control the radius
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of blob-like structures. Eigen values that indicate three orthogonal directions, and Eigen
vectors that indicate degrees of curvature along the given directions can be used to solve the
hessian matrix at each pixel. Therefore, the likelihood of blobs together with the magnitude
of pixel’s Eigen values can be formulated as:

RB =
|λ1|√
|λ2||λ3|

(3)

M =

√√√√ 3

∑
n=1

λ2n (4)

where RB and M represent the likelihood of blobs and the magnitude of pixel’s Eigen
values, respectively. Generally, the magnitude of Eigen values of objects are larger than
that of the background. Blobs can be enhanced further using the formula:

Bσ(λp) = {
(1−e− RB

2α2 ),i f λ1>0,λ2>0,and λ3>0
0,otherwise } (5)

where λp indicates Eigen values at position p = (x, y, z) and α and β refer to sensitivity
parameters of RB and, M, respectively. In our approach, the sensitivity parameter was
set at 0.3 to control the number of blobs detected in the darker regions. The condition
λ1 > 0, λ2 > 0, and λ3 > 0 is used to enhance only dark objects. Furthermore, carious
lesions of different sizes can be detected, by adjusting the formula above as:

Blobness(λp) = maxBσ(λp)σmin≤(σ)≤σmax (6)

where σmin is the minimum scale and σmax the maximum scale of carious lesions.

2.3.3. Caries Candidate Selection

From setting the blobness sensitivity parameters, many redundant non-caries candi-
dates and actual caries candidates were detected. If all the caries candidates were used to
extract features and estimate the likelihood of caries, processing would take a long time.
Additionally, a long processing time leads to poor performance of the CAD system, and this
is because of the high frequency of false positives (FPs). Therefore, caries candidate selec-
tion is adopted to eliminate FPs from carious candidates. High blobness values indicate
the candidate has caries, while those with lower blobness values are non-caries candidates.
Therefore, maximum and mean blobness values of caries candidates were used to eliminate
false positives. The formulas are defined as:

Blobnessmean(T) =
ΣpεT Blobness(λp)

NT
(7)

Blobnessmax(T) = maxpεT Blobness(λp) (8)

where T refers to a caries candidate with NT voxels and p a voxel that belongs to the caries
candidate. The size of blobs was also used as a feature in selecting caries candidates. Size
feature is used because the caries candidate detection based on Hessian analysis is sensitive
to intensity variations and leads it to detect many small regions including edge spaces of
teeth as caries candidates. These edge spaces and small regions are not part of true caries
lesions and their size can be used to eliminate many false positives from among the caries
candidates as seen in Figure 3. The linear regression model [20] is applied to eliminate false
positives from among caries candidates. The caries selection function Ls(T) is defined as:

Z(T) = β0 +

N f

∑
i=1

βixi (9)
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Ls(T) =
1

1 + e−Z(T)
(10)

where N f is the number of features, xi the feature value, β0 is the constant coefficient,
and βi is the corresponding coefficient estimated by the linear regression model. Lastly,
the criteria used for caries selection is expressed as:

Ls(T) ≥ THresh (11)

where THresh is the threshold used to determine the remaining caries candidates after
eliminating false positives. The detected regions remain as dental caries when values
estimated by the caries selection model was equal or greater than threshold. Those values
less than the threshold given were removed. In our experiments, the convexity threshold
value was set at 0.9 to detect dental caries. After the caries candidate selection, false
positives were eliminated, and only carious candidates remain, which are now classified
as “Dental Caries Detected”.

Algorithm 1 Proposed Model for Dental Image Segmentation.

1: procedure ENCODER(Y) . Y : yi is an input image with dimension (L, H).
2: Initialization: Featurei = y0;
3: for (i = 0 : N − 1) do
4: AugmentedFeaturei = DataAugmentation(Featurei);
5: GrayScalingFeaturei = GrayScaling(AugmentedFeaturei);
6: FilteringFeaturei = GuassianBlurFiltering(GrayScalingFeaturei);
7: end for
8: end procedure
9: procedure PROCEDURE ENHANCEMENT(FilteringFeaturei) . It is the output of the

preprocessing procedure
10: for (j = 0 : M− 1) do
11: ErisonFeaturei = ErisonMorophology(FilteringFeaturei);
12: DialtionFeaturei = DialtionMoropology(ErisonFeaturei);
13: end for
14: end procedure
15: procedure PROCEDURE SEGMENTATION(DialtionFeaturei) . It is the output of the

enhancement procedure
16: for (s = 0 : L− 1) do
17: ThresholdingFeaturei = Thresholding(DialtionFeaturei);
18: ConnectedFeaturei = ConnectedComponentFeature(ThresholdingFeaturei);
19: end for
20: end procedure
21: procedure PROCEDURE FEATUREEXTRACTION(ConnectedFeaturei) . It is the output

of the segmentation procedure
22: for (r = 0 : K− 1) do
23: Featurei = FeatureExtraction (ConnectedFeaturei);
24: Segmented Image Feature= Featurei; . Final Segmented Output Display.
25: end for
26: end procedure

3. Results and Discussion

Experimental results from the proposed approach are based on the analysis of the
caries candidate detection process. Experiments were carried out on 11,114 bitewing X-ray
images of the augmented dental dataset. The dataset was split into 10,090 training set
images and 1024 test images. In order to process the data set, several individual stages
were used to analyse the dataset, as have been discussed in the previous sections of this
work. Figure 1 shows an overview of the processing stages that include: preprocessing,
segmentation and feature extraction.
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Additionally, performance evaluation of the proposed approach was based on its
ability to detect and locate dental caries on test data images. A Gaussian filter was used
to reduce noise on the images before introducing a convexity threshold value to elimi-
nate false positives regions from actual detected caries candidates. Figure 4 shows the
caries detection algorithm’s identification of caries locations on Gaussian filtered images
before false positives are eliminated. Figure 5, shows the identification of dental caries
locations remaining after introducing a convexity threshold value of 1.0 that eliminates
false positives.

Figure 4. Gaussian filtered images of all caries detected regions, including false positives.

Figure 5. Images of dental caries detected after eliminating false positives through the use of the
convexity threshold.

The results comparison was performed against different caries detection diagnostic
methods to determine if the results fell within acceptable limits or not. The caries detection
diagnostic methods compared against include textural classification as discussed by [21],
dental classification for periapical radiographs by [22] and caries detection through a
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supervised learning model proposed by [23] for panoramic images. The comparison of our
proposed method with other detection techniques is shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Comparison of various caries detection methods.

Detection Methods Dataset Images Accuracy

Caries detection in panoramic images [23] 1392 98.0%
Dental classification for periapical images [22] 78 82.5%
Textural classification of digital images [21] 64 96.88%
PaxNet [11] 470 86.05%
ICDAS [12] 620 92.37%
GLCM [13] 240 80%
Deep learning [16] 304 64.14%
Proposed approach 11,114 97.0%

Our proposed method achieved better accuracy than the others with the introduction
of blob detection on dental radiographs. Despite our results falling within the acceptable
range of a novel approach, [23] enjoyed marginally higher results, and this is attributed
to various reasons. Some reasons include differences in the database analysed, where our
approach used bitewing radiographs while [23] used panoramic radiographs. Another
reason is attributed to the errors experienced when analysing bitewing radiographs, namely
exposure errors and image augmentation anomalies.

Limitations

Most of the existing systems dwell on the segmentation of caries and not on caries
detection. The reluctance from healthcare experts to invest in computer aided systems
(CAD) systems is due to the high number of false positive results. There is a need to
improve existing systems, and one way to do so is by the introduction of automatic blob
detection technique. Blob detection has been used in other fields of medical imaging
but has not seen substantive use in the field of dental imaging.

4. Conclusions

There is a huge potential for use of dental radiography and, in particular, for work
focused on caries detection. Blob detection was used in this research to detect all caries
candidates, which also included false positives. The use of image analysis techniques was
encouraged to filter out detected unwanted regions, such as edges from the caries regions.
A threshold property value was then introduced to aid in the elimination of false positives
from the selected regions to leave the detected caries candidates. The proposed caries
detection method was able to administer favourable results compared to other detection
models with an accuracy of 97%.

The introduction of blob detection offers a more robust and automatic way to detect
caries on dental radiographs compared to other detection methods. The proposed approach
presents an avenue for future research using unsupervised models from its impressive suc-
cess rate with supervised models. More dental radiographic images are needed to improve
the training and learning process to produce even better results. Figure 6 shows both the
training and validation accuracy graphs of the proposed method. Weight regularization
methods are also encouraged to reduce overfitting.
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Figure 6. Training and validation accuracy graph curves for the proposed method.

5. Future Works

From our survey, various techniques, methods and approaches were discussed that
point towards the segmentation and detection of dental images. Various works that stem
from the industry and academia have been mentioned and discussed regarding existing
algorithms, segmentation and detection methods and also various protocols for evaluating
performance. There are issues and encouraging future perspectives of study that have
resulted from our discussions, which are highlighted as:

• Data availability and reliability. Deep learning networks require large amount of
data to achieve meaningful and effective performance results. Due to the nature
of dental images, there is need for hybrid datasets to aid good performance of the
networks. There is need of public available datasets for dental images to make deep
learning in the field possible. Data augmentation is also a good method to obtain
more images for dental datasets.

• Data standardization. Many methods discussed are handling the pre-processing step
through manual methods, such as cropping the region of interest on an image. These
methods contribute to the loss of some key details from the images. Some networks
end up dividing a whole image into subregions, and this slows down the learning
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process of one subregion after the other. There are methods like down-sampling,
which might lead to the deletion of important details and this seem to have been
due to limitations in computational power. Deep learning approaches have seen
increased learning on whole images rather than manual manipulation of images at
the pre-processing stage, in order to obtain more general and accurate results.

• Weight Regularization Methods. Deep learning networks can also be improved by
introducing weight regularization to improve their performance. The regularization
of weights involves optimization of model hyper-parameters, such as the learning
rate and the dropout rate. Basically, weight regularization methods are introduced
into networks for parameter optimization.

• Hybrid approaches. Deep networks can also be enhanced by combining several
models or methods to form hybrid networks that will improve overall evaluation per-
formance. The combination can be in any stage of the model, for instance combining
two pre-processing techniques to come with a single one to enhance image quality.
This combination can also be handled by joining various attributes of different models
to form one hybrid model that will enhance the training, extraction, detection and
classification of objects.
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4.3 Summary

This paper discusses the proposed caries diagnostic approach. The Gaussian filter

was used to remove noise from images that were earlier segmented via the active

contour method in the previous segmentation chapter. After the filtering step, a blob

detection technique was introduced to detect all blobs on the images. Later on, a

convexity threshold value is introduced to eliminate false positive caries blobs to be

left with true positive caries blobs. Therefore, we are classifying these remaining blobs

as detected dental caries on the image. The next chapter will discuss results of both

the segmentation and detection method, and compare their results against current

systems.
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Chapter 5

Experimental Results and

Discussion

5.1 Introduction

Performance evaluation of the overall method proposed in this thesis is based on the

analysis and success rates from both the segmentation and caries diagnosis processes.

It is also important to understand the nature of the dataset analyzed to achieve these

results. Results from different existing segmentation methods are readily available,

and are therefore compared to those of the proposed method. In order to determine

the performance of a caries diagnostics method, comparisons are needed to be made

against correct detection rates of existing systems’ ability to diagnose dental caries.

The performance of the proposed method was measured by its ability to locate known

caries, and any predictions it made with regard to caries which had not been previously

identified were considered as false positives.
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5.2 Dataset

Given the low number of image data available for this thesis, it is difficult for deep

learning networks to derive intelligent decisions. These networks need huge amounts of

data to be able to achieve good performance, and thus data augmentation is very im-

portant. Image augmentation is achieved through artificially creating training images

by multiple processing steps namely: random shifts, shear and flips. Data augmenta-

tion was initially popularized by [12] in order to make simulation more feasible and

simple. In this proposed method, 120 dental bitewing images available were subjected

to data augmentation. Image data augmentation techniques such as rotation, horizon-

tal and vertical shifts and flips, zoom, and increased brightness were used to generate

a final dataset of 11,148 images. These generated images are subdivided into, 10090

training images and 1058 test images in the dataset. The images are in JPG format

and the test images are used as the ground truths used for the testing phase. These

augmented bitewing radiographic images had image dimensions of 748 pixels in width,

512 pixels in height, and gray scale levels on [0, 255] scale. Further, the testing im-

ages represented a variety selection of teeth that include: molars, incisors, canines

and wisdom teeth. Figure. 5.1 show images from the original set and images after

augmentation has been carried out.

5.3 Caries Detection Framework

A caries detection framework was proposed as the best way of handling and processing

the dental radiographs in the augmented dataset. Individual stages in the framework

have already been discussed in detail in previously chapters, but the overview is shown

by Figure 5.2 and how they relate with each other.
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Figure 5.1: Images in the original dataset, images in the generated dataset after aug-

mentation.

5.4 Segmentation Results

The success rate of the segmentation methods covered in this research is from sepa-

rating individual teeth from different jaw regions on an image. The success rate of the
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Figure 5.2: An overview of the caries detection framework.

segmentation method is measured as to how it clearly shows tooth edge boundaries,

and individual teeth on images throughout the whole dataset. Teeth separation is

correctly considered if the separation did not cause division of the teeth. Teeth which

were already partial as a result of being at the edge of the radiograph are considered

correctly separated if no further partiality was caused. Teeth that were not correctly

segmented were either as a result of poor image contrast, where enhancement tech-

niques could not salvage a distinction between teeth and non-teeth structures. The
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deep learning process of the segmentation method was optimized through the use of

dropout to give better results. Dropout is simply dropping off units in the network

that are not necessary for the processing stage. It should be noted that the proposed

segmentation method after optimization exhibited better results compared to other

existing implementations. Table 5.1 provides a comparison of the proposed method

to other implementations of the segmentation process. Results got from the proposed

segmentation method indicate a noticeable improvement on existing models. Figure.

5.3 show some image examples of the segmentation results.
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Figure 5.3: Examples of the segmentation results in the dataset.
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Table 5.1: Overall comparison of Segmentation Methods.

Methods Accuracy

Segmentation methods evaluation [24] 77.23%

Unsupervised Caries Detection [23] 87.5%

Brain Tumor Segmentation using DCNN [11] 85.0%

Proposed Segmentation Method 91.31%

5.5 Caries Detection Results

Experimental results elicited from the proposed approach are based purely on analysis

of the caries candidate detection process. Experiments were carried out on test data

of 11,114 bitewing X-ray images of the augmented dental dataset. The dataset was

split into, 10090 training set images and 1024 test images. Performance evaluation

results are based on the ability of the detection approach to detect and locate dental

caries on test data images. Since there was no available ground truth data, thus,

test data was used to evaluate the success rate of the detection method. A Gaussian

filter was used on images as shown by Figure 5.4 to reduce noise on the and retain

edge information. After processing the images, the blob detection method was used

to identify and locate both locations of identified caries and locations of false positive

regions. All these detected regions are shown in Figure 5.5. These incorrectly identified

regions defined as false positive regions need to be eliminated to remain with correctly

identified caries regions. A convexity threshold value of 1.0 is introduced to eliminate

false positive regions from correctly identified carious regions. Figure ?? show correctly

identified dental caries, which are classified either as ”Caries Detected” or ”No Caries”.
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Figure 5.4: Examples of Gaussian filtered images.
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Figure 5.5: Examples of all detected caries blobs

Results comparison was done against other different caries detection diagnostic

methods, to determine if the results fell within acceptable limits or not. The caries

detection diagnostic methods compared against include textural classification as dis-
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cussed by [8], dental classification for periapical radiographs by [31], and caries detec-

tion through a supervised learning model proposed by [21] for panoramic images. The

comparison of the proposed method with other detection techniques is shown in Table

5.2.

The proposed method achieves better accuracy results than others with its intro-

duction of blob detection on dental radiographs. Despite these results falling within

the acceptable range of a novel approach, [21] enjoys marginally higher results and this

is attributed to various reasons. Some reasons are due to differences in the database

analyzed, where our approach used bitewing radiographs while [21] used panoramic ra-

diographs. Another reason is attributed to errors experienced when analyzing bitewing

radiographs, namely: exposure errors and image augmentation anomalies.

Table 5.2: Comparison of caries detection methods.

Detection Methods Accuracy

Caries detection in

panoramic images [21]

98.0%

Dental classification for pe-

riapical images [31]

82.5%

Textural classification of

digital images [8]

93.61%

Proposed approach 97.0%

5.6 Conclusion

This chapter discussed the dataset and its augmentation, the caries detection frame-

work, segmentation and caries detection results. The dataset comprised non-perfect
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images due to the augmentation process. The caries detection framework was discussed

to give an overview of all the previous processes combined to reach the final results.

The results obtained from the framework were presented and compared to existing

models. The results showed that the proposed framework performed favourably com-

pared to the existing methods. The next chapter will delve into implications of the

results discussed in this chapter and give more in depth conclusions. The next chapter

will also look at future work done to enhance the caries diagnosis framework described

in this chapter.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion and Future Work

6.1 Conclusion

There is a huge potential for use of dental radiography, and especially work focused

on caries detection. Most of the existing systems dwell much on segmentation of

caries and not on caries detection. The reluctance from healthcare experts to invest

in computer aided systems (CAD) systems is due to the high number of false positive

results witnessed from them. There is a need to improve existing systems, and one way

to do so is by the introduction of automatic blob detection technique. Blob detection

has been used in other fields of medical imaging, but has not seen substantive use in

the field of dental imaging. The use of such image analysis techniques to determine

the presence of caries aims to create a system that takes a human diagnostic approach,

whereby dental caries are diagnosed based on visual interpretation of teeth.

In this research work, a supervised deep learning model for caries detection was

proposed. The model is implemented through a segmentation method to separate

dental radiographs into individual teeth combined with a boundary detection method

to determine tooth edge boundaries for caries analysis, and finally a diagnostic method
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that accesses these boundaries using image analysis techniques. The segmentation

method was implemented through existing pre-processing techniques in order to obtain

threshold images ready for edge boundary detection. These techniques included: data

augmentation, morphology operations, filtering. The edge boundary detection was

handled by combination of thresholding and an active contour model. Finally, the

diagnostic method was handled by Gaussian filters for noise reduction, blob detection

and convexity threshold for caries detection.

The proposed segmentation method was compared against existing models and its

results proved favourable. The new method showed improved performance because of

the combined aspect of thresholding to separate individual teeth, while active contours

model to locate edge boundaries. The proposed caries detection method was able to

obtain favourable results compared to other existing detection methods, with a correct

diagnosis rate of 97%. Therefore, it can be concluded that the proposed framework

described in this thesis provides a new approach to both the problems of tooth seg-

mentation and dental caries detection. The segmentation method proposed offers a

robust way for determining both individual teeth separation and edge boundary detec-

tion, which makes it easier for both supervised and unsupervised learning models to

correctly process teeth in the dataset. The success rate of the proposed caries detec-

tion method on a supervised model provides a potential avenue for future work using

unsupervised models, thus leading to even better results.

6.2 Future Work

Image analysis has been used by the proposed caries detection model in this thesis to

determine presence of dental caries in dental radiographs. The final results depend

heavily on the quality of the image by the time it reaches the diagnostic method.

Optimization of the model at several key processes, such as the use of dropout at the
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segmentation stage, could improve the final result and future work will look at how

to implement such optimizations. The dataset that was used was relatively noise free,

thus minimal preprocessing needed to be implemented for noise removal. The dataset

had few images for processing and there was need to add more images through various

processing methods, that will aid deep learning by the model.

There are a series of encouraging future perspectives of study that may see im-

provement in dental segmentation and detection of dental caries. Among them are:

• Data Availability and Reliability. Deep learning networks require large

amount of data to be able to achieve meaningful and effective performance re-

sults. Due to the nature of dental images, there is need for hybrid datasets to

aid good performance of the networks. There is need of public available datasets

for dental images to make deep learning possible.

• Data Standardization. Many methods discussed in this research are handling

image pre-processing via manual methods, such as, cropping regions of interest

on an image. These methods contribute to loss of some key details from the

images. Some networks end up dividing a whole image into subregions and this

ends up slowing down the learning process that occurs one subregion after the

other. Other methods such as down-sampling lead to deletion of important image

details, and this is due to limitations in computational power. Deep learning

approaches have seen and increased in learning of whole images rather than

the manual manipulation of images via pre-processing, to get more general and

accurate results.

• Weight Regularization Methods. Deep learning methods and networks can

also be improved by the introduction of weight regularization to improve their

performance. The regularization of weights involves optimization of model hy-
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perparameters such as the learning rate and the dropout rate. Basically, weight

regularization methods are introduced into networks for parameter optimization.

• Hybrid Approaches. Deep learning methods can be further improved by com-

bining several models or techniques to form hybrid ones that will eventually im-

prove the overall evaluation performance. The combination can be at any stage

of the model, for instance combining two or more pre-processing techniques to

come up with a single step to enhance image quality. The combination can also

be handled by joining various attributes of different models to form one hybrid

model that will enhance the training, extraction, detection and classification of

objects.

In addition to these optimizations, future work will look at expanding the proposed

system’s ability to diagnose different images, since it is currently used for only testing

bitewing radiographs from the same dataset. The scope will be expanded to test a

variety of different radiographic types, and also bitewing radiographs from different

datasets.
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